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local piercing shop attracts 
students and travelers alike 
Hardball swings and misse 
in tour-game series vs. wou 
by Kayla Schroader 
Staff reporter 
At ACE Piercing and Apparel, owner Kelly 
Parke runs her business by her own rules. 
While pursuing an anthropology degree at 
Central; Parke wrote several papers concerning 
culturally imposed piercings. It was during 
these assignments that she discovered her 
interest in the practice. 
Then, after six years of running a vintage 
store with business partner Carol Cox, Parke 
stepped out on her own and opened ACE on 
Main Street. Her new store maintains a vintage 
atmosphere while selling new clothing and a 
small stock of jewelry. 
In the three years since, ACE has expanded in 
both size and stock. Today, Parke not only 
employs her daughter, Erica as a piercer, but local 
Jolene Sellers as well, who has been piercing at 
the store for nine months. 
The popularity of their piercing ability has 
also spread, and the staff now receives cus-
tomers traveling from as far as Moses Lake, 
Wash. and Portland, Ore. 
"She [always] had a knack for piercing and 
great placement," Erica Cox said. "I've been 
watching my mom [pierce] since I was 12. It's one 
of my favorite memories of [her]." 
Parke's medical training includes employment 
with Total Care, an in-home, elderly health care 
organization, blood borne pathogen certification 
and first aid completion. She now performs 
approximately four to eight piercings each day. 
Mayra Barragan, sophomore psychology 
major, has two piercings and purchases jewelry 
from Parke's store. 
SEE PIERCINGS PAGE 12 
by Casey Donovan 
Senior reporter 
C~ntral's baseball team took only one game in 
the four-game · series last weekend at Western 
Oregon, losing their lead in the Great Northwest 
Athletic Conference (GNAC) to Western Oregon. 
For the first time this season, the losses could-
n't be put on the shoulders of pitching or hitting. 
It was simple mistakes that now have Central in 
second place in the GNAC a game and a half 
back of Western Oregon. 
Central needed to win at least two games last 
weekend to stay in first place in the GNAC. 
"We made a key mistake in every game we 
lost," head coach Desi Storey said. "Western Ore-
gon had to play· perfect baseball and we had to 
make a mistake for them to beat us." 
Central's three losses were all by one run, 
something that frustrated the team. 
"It's always tough after games like those," 
shortstop Jamie Nilsen said. "It burns a lot more 
when you lose close games like we did." 
In the first game, Central's 6-5 loss was in the 
wake of a botched a double play in the second 
inning that allowed Western Oregon's Dylan 
Bruck to cash in on a grand slam. 
The double play would have gotten Central 
out of the inning. 
In game two, Central held a 2-0 lead into 
the sixth inning that evaporated after a shot to 
left got over the head of sophomore outfielder 
Joshua Murillo starting a two run inning for 
Western Oregon. 
Storey said that if Murillo was playing at the 
proper depth it would have never gotten over his 
head. Instead, Central lost game two 3-2. 
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 17 
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Athletic fee increase tops BOD ballot issues 
by Mimi Oh 
Staff reporter 
Julian Trevino works out on an 
abdominal machine as he describes the 
hardships faced by student-athletes. 
The proposed athletic fee increase aims 
to improve this situation. In May, stu-
dents will vote on the $18 increase, 
along with their candidates for the 
ASCWU-BOD. 
"When we travel, it's so much easier 
for athletes to go the day before and get 
a good night's sleep as opposed to a 
four- or five-hour car trip right before 
they compete," Trevino said. 
Trevino related stories about trav-
eling to competitions the day of the 
event in less-than-ideal passenger 
vans .. Central's athletic travel budget 
is not keeping up with inflation, or 
gas hikes. 
The Student Athletic.Advisory Com-
mittee tagged the initiative with a 5 per-
cent increase to keep up. The athletic 
department is administrating the initia-
tive, for which the Student Athletic 
Advisory Committee · is primarily 
responsible. 
"It's really important to me to get 
voters out, since this year we are also 
voting on fee initiatives," BOD Presi-
'dent Katie Underwood said. "[The ath-
letic fee increase) was implemented 10 
years ago and it hasn't increased since. 
So athletics is at a point where inflation 
has risen to the point where we can't 
expand the programs anymore, because 
we can't putthe funds in .... Lots of the 
athletes are going to be working to pro-
mote the initiative. They will send a rep-
resentative to tht> candidate forums to 
get the word out." 
BOD Director of Elections Sarah 
Morrison faces an uphill battle to entice 
students to the voting booths. Apathy is 
the chief obstacle to a healthy election. 
At the candidate forum held last Thurs-
day, BOD Executive Vice President 
Anna Boyer asked candidates how they 
plan to combat this problem. Possibly 
because of the early placement in the 
''The big problem 
is, when we first 
passed the fee in 
1997, it was a flat 
fee, and in 10 years, 
$35 does not buy 
what it bought 10 
'' 
years .ago. 
GARY HYATI, AsSISTANT 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR 
COMPLIANCE AND ACADEMICS 
elections, candidates spoke to a small 
audience. 
However, the executive vice presi-
dency has three contenders for the posi-
tion, a positive change from the two 
write-in candidates last year. 
One major change from last year's 
-election is that there are enough con-
tenders for the executive vice presiden-
cy for a primary, scheduled for Thurs-
day, April 17, 2008. With the departure 
of four BOD members due to gradua-
tion and one declining to run as an 
incumbent, the BOD feels that students 
should take advantage of the opportuni-
ty to inject fresh ideas into Central's stu-
dent government. 
None of the BOD positions have an 
incumbent candidate. However, two 
current officers are running for differ-
ent positions in the BOD. 
"There's a very important measure 
that's going to be on the ballot that will 
be to change the current quarterly 
donation system for the Washington 
Student Lobby to a once-yearly waive-
Crime Update: 
Ellensburg Police Department Anti-Crime Unit officers and patrol officers 
arrested two Central students involved in narcotic sales on Friday afternoon as 
the result of an ongoing investigation since March. 
Police found a .45-caliber handgun, cash and some drugs in a search of 
the resident. 
Maslow Magnotti, 22, was booked on three counts of delivery of nar-
cotics, one count of selling a firearm to a felon and one count of conspiracy 
to possess narcotics. 
Jenne Branch, 20, was booked on three counts of maintaining a drug house. 
The $10,000 bail for each was posted earlier this week. 
able fee," BOD Vice President for Politi-
cal Affairs Mike Bogatay said. "It'll help 
to stabilize funding for WSL dues and 
increase Central's ability to advocate for 
student needs." 
The quarterly athletic fee is currently 
$35. Student Athletic Advisory Commit-
tee head Raquel Gonzalez feels that the 
prop·osed increase to $53 improves 
Central's athletic atmosphere and builds 
character at the school. It does not cov-
er athletic scholarships, but it would 
help make more money available for 
scholarships. For instance, the track 
team, according to Trevino, is almost 
entirely composed of walk-ons due to 
the lack of scholarships. 
"The big problem is, when we first 
passed the fee in 1997, it was a flat fee, 
and in 10 years, $35 does not buy what 
it bought 10 years ago," Assistant Ath-
letic Director for compliance and aca-
demics Gary Hyatt said . " ... Basically 
this fee is a component of us being able 
to operate a competitive Division II pro-
gram . .. . Instead of feeling behind, we 
can feel like we're making progress to 
create a program that's representative of 
Central and that our students, faculty 
and alumni can feel proud of." 
Hyatt felt that the fee would . help 
Central maintain its longstanding tradi-
tion of offering free admission to athlet-
ic events. A handout provided by the 
athletic department explained that a 
competitive sports program helps 
schools retain a competitive admissions 
rate and aids in alumni relationships. 
BOD Vice President for Student Life 
and Facilities Pedro Navarrete added a 
third reason for voters to vote in the pri-
maries and candidate forums. 
Navarrete said that even unopposed 
candidates represent students, and stu-
dents need to know how these candi-
dates want to do so. Several BOD mem-
bers encouraged students to run as 
write-in candidates. 
"The turnover with administration 
is going to be the biggest challenge 
for the next memb~rs of the BOD," 
Navarrete said. 
-Thursday, AprU 17 
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· Sqtetv ot concealed carrv on campus debated 
In light of - and despite - year of school shootings and various threats, students, f acuity, 
staff weigh benefits against drawbacks of concealed weapons on university campuses 
by Sarah Hazel 
Staff reporter 
Recent school shootings; such as the 
tragedy at Virginia Tech, have spurred 
controversy over whether or not college 
students should be allowed to carry 
concealed weapons on campus. 
The Students for Concealed Carry 
on Campus (SCCC) believe that the 
presence of an armea student in the 
event of a sho9ting could potentially 
reduce or eliminate the number of 
injuries or fatalities. 
On the other hand, many concerned 
parents, college students, faculty and 
staff from college campuses around the 
United States believe that the presence 
of a second gun would only escalate the 
problem. 
According to Andrew Mars, campus 
leader for SCCC at CWU, law enforce-
ment does not have the capability to 
respond in the amount of time that a 
shooting takes place, but an armed stu-
dent would. 
"The average shooting takes less 
than 30 seconds," Mars said. "So the 
chances are, by the time law enforce-
ment responds to a shooting, it's already 
going to be over." 
Chief of Campus Police Steve Rit-
, tereiser believes that it is not an issue of 
''It's not fait to judge on a would-happen situation. I think that it 
needs to be allowed, and if a problem ar!ses, then we can go back 
and say, 'Okay, this didn't work at this university'.'' 
ANDREW MARS, STUDENTS FOR CONCEALED CARRY ON CAMPUS STUDENT LEADER 
response time, but rather an issue of 
shooting accuracy. In his opinion, it's 
likely that an armed student, while try-
ing to shoot a gunman, could hit an 
innocent student instead. 
"The problem ... with people that 
carry guns is a lack of consistent train-
ing," Rittereiser said. "They sin:ply just 
don't do it [at] the levels that people 
who are sworn to protect you do." 
Another issue, according to Rit-
tereiser, is the prevalence of drug and 
alcohol experimentation on college 
campuses. He believes that there 
would be more accidents related to 
alcohol and drug use than self-defense 
incidents. . · 
"What does happen is guns get acci-
dentally discharged, for whatever rea-
son," Rittereiser said. "And many times 
the reason that [guns] are accidentally 
discharged is because the person who is 
handling them at the time on campus is 
intoxicated." 
Currently, Central does not allow 
students to carry concealed weapons 
anywhere on campus. According to 
Mars, there are reasons other than 
recent school shootings that con-
tributed to the university's decision. 
Some of these reasons include an 
increase in theft, an increase in vio-
lence and the university's liability if any 
injuries or deaths do occur. 
. The SCCC has officially responded 
to the issue of increased theft on their 
Web site, www.concealed campus.erg. 
Their proposed solution is to make the 
purchase or rental of a gun safe a 
requirement for all students carrying 
concealed weapons. Because gun theft 
is common, students would be required 
to have their gun in the safe or on their 
person at all times. 
Another major concern is an 
increase in violence. Many people have 
contacted SCCC with these ·concerns, 
one being that if people have access to 
guns, it could turn a verbal altercation 
into a physical one, possibly resulting in 
fatalities. 
"It's not fair to judge on a would-
happen situation," Mars said. "I think 
that it needs to be allowed, and if a 
problem arises, then we can go back 
and say, 'Okay, this didn't work at this 
university.'" 
As far as liability is concerned, Mars 
has a plan. If a law is passed at the state 
or federal level requiring the allowance 
of concealed carry on all university 
campuses, then the school would not 
be held liable for any problems because 
it was not their decision to allow con-
cealed carry in the first place. 
Mars, with the help of the SCCC, is 
in the process of beginning an on-cam-
pus club for people who support con-
cealed carry. One of the club's goals 
will be to change the laws so that con-
cealed carry will be allowed on cam-
pus, but the most important goal will be 
educating students, regardless of their 
stance on the issue. 
"I think that if you make your opin-
ion based on solid fact, then that's a 
good reason to have.an opinion about 
something," Mars said. 
The SCCC is also sponsoring a 
protest called "Empty Holster." The pur-
pose of the protest is to show that peo-
ple who legally should be able to 
defend themselves feel that they are 
defenseless. People supporting tlie 
cause will wear empty holsters from 
April 21-25. If the holster is the type 
that can cover a weapon, it should be 
taped open. 
The SCCC only supports concealed 
carry for peopl~ who have concealed 
pistol licenses, and only on college 
campuses. 
, They do not have a viewpoint on 
concealed carry in elementary or sec-
ondary schools, or open carry of any 
kind. 
For more information on this topic, 
please contact Andrew Mars at 
marsa@cwu.edu. 
S&A·uives out tunds 
by Matthew Hartmann 
Staff reporter 
Drummond said. 
NEWSPAPERS: Administrators debate poss.iblilty 
of bringing national newspapers to Central campus 
The Club Senate met last Thursday 
afternoon to discuss various issues 
regarding future events, as well as their 
budget, which currently stands at 
$6,238.31. 
This amount was determined after it 
was decided to go forward with the 
Wildcat Madness ev.ent, which is to 
take place on May 26. 
Wildcat Madness is an annual end-
of-the-year event where members of all 
recognized clubs are invited to enjoy a 
barbecue and.play competitive games 
against each other. 
Any member of a recognized club 
will be allowed to take part in this 
function. 
Scott Drummond, associate direc-
tor of Campus Life, presented on the 
Clubs on the Ave event that is to take 
place -on May 10. 
Clubs on the Ave is a chance for 
clubs to have booths set up during Fam-
ily Weekend, in which families of stu-
dents are invited to check out Central 
for themselves. 
"We have had this event for many 
years and l would love to see every club 
present so that we can show everyone 
all of the clubs offered at Central," 
~ 
The Club of the Year was voted on at 
the meeting and the honor was given to 
the Rodeo Club because the senate 
decided that they had made many con-
tributions to Central and are an 
upstanding example of true Wildcats. 
"It just shows that we have great role 
models because the student body has 
recognized our successes," Rodeo Club 
president Ashley Smith, s~nior elemen-
tary education, said. 
It was also reported that last quar-
ter's overspending led to a deficit 
which has placed this quarter's 
budget lower than it would have oth-
erwise been. 
Because it is the first yea( of the bi-
yearly cycle, any money that isn 1t spent 
this quarter will roll over to next year. 
If the budget is broken, money from 
fall 2008 will be used to balance the 
budget, limiting the money available 
in the fall. 
According to Kay Davis, accounting 
supervisor for Campus Life, allocations 
have been used properly. 
She also said that it is better to look 
at the budget as a guideline rather than 
an absolute must. 
"I look at it as one big pot and some-
times some money gets spent more one 
quarter than another," Davis said. 
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continued from cover 
Tullos said that the Seattle 
Times and Seattle P.I. are "local 
news" to the large majority of stu-
dents on campus who hail from the 
West side. 
She further stated that the con-
tract cancellation is a "reflection on 
the usage" of the newspapers by stu-
dents. 
According to Tullos, she herself 
has walked through the Student 
Union and Recreation Building and 
seen stacks of Daily Records 
remaining on stands, or cluttering 
entryways. 
The Daily Record said their car-
riers' would drop off the 200 papers 
everyday and later find that "190 if 
not all of them were taken." 
Tullos is currently seeking ways 
to get student input about the Daily 
Record and the possibility of keep-
ing them on campus. 
''we would welcome 
the opportunity to 
continue the 
1 
. h" '' re attons 1p. 
MATT DAVISON, 
DAILY RECORD PUBLISHER 
"We would welcome the opportuni-
ty to continue the relationship," said 
Davison. "It's been a positive experi-
ence and we think it's a good thing for 
students to have the opportunity to get 
access to the Daily Record." 
Tullos hopes to speak to a number of 
communication classes, as well as hold 
student focus groups later this quarter. . 
"I don't have any axes to grind," Tul~ 
los said. "[The Daily Record] is delight-
ful to deal with. If I had an axe to grind, 
I'd go another route. I'd write a letter." 
Tullos is looking to expand the read-
ership program by giving students 
access to national papers such as the 
Wallstreet Journal or the New York 
Times. 
The current ASCWU-BOD were not 
informed that the Daily Record contract 
had been cancelled. 
Derrick Peacock, vice president for 
equity and community services, stated 
that he would look into statistics and 
see how many newspapers are actually 
being read. 
"I think students having access to 
local newspapers and national papers is 
important," Peacock said. 
Peacock also said that if enough 
concerns were raised, the BOD would 
try to find a way to bring the Daily 
Record back to campus. 
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ROTC instructor receives Bronze Star 
Master Sgt. Christopher Ward receives his Bronze Star with Valor last 
Tuesday in the SURC. Master Sgt. Ward is a senior military instructor for 
the Army ROTC Program. Ward served a 15-month tour in Iraq. 
by Ila Dickenson 
Staff reporter 
Master Sgt. Christopher Ward, sen-
ior military instructor for the Army 
ROTC program, received the Bronze 
Star with Valor on Tuesday. 
Master Sgt. Ward was recog-
nized by the Air Force after going 
above and beyond the call of duty 
while on tour in Iraq . 
On April 6, 2007, Master Sgt. 
Ward, then 1st Sgt. for C. Co 5-20 IN 
BN, and his men came under fire 
while doing a raid on a house that 
held a high-profile target. 
Master Sgt. Ward guided his men · 
to safety and acquired the target. 
"I'm very excited for Master Sgt. 
Ward. He's an outstanding hero," Lt. 
Col. Gregory Solem, Central professor 
of military science said. 
Col. Steve Smith, 13th ROTC 
Brigade Commander, presented Master 
Sgt. Ward the medal and certificate. 
Col .. Smith oversees the ROTC pro-
grams at several schools in the area. 
"[I'm] very proud," Col. Smith said. 
"This is the kind of quality folks we're 
getting to teach our cadets." 
Master Sgt. Ward admitted he felt 
humbled and awkward about being 
presented with this honor. 
"I was just doing my job," Mas-
ter Sgt. Ward said. '1There were 168 
guys and 168 heroes that should be 
decorated." , 
To be eligible for this medal, one 
must distinguish oneself while · per-
forming a heroic achievement while 
engaged in a conflict with an opposing 
foreign enemy of the United States. The 
Bronze Star was createEI to boost troop 
''1 . d . was JUSt 01ng 
my job. There were 
168 guys and 168 
heroes that should 
be decorated.'' 
CHRISTOPHER WARD, 
MASTER SERGEANT, SENIOR 
MILITARY INSTRUCTOR FOR 
THE ARMY ROTC 
morale of ground forces during and 
after World War II. 
The ceremony honoring Master Sgt. 
Ward was held in the Student Union 
Ballroom Tuesday, and was followed 
by a reception. 
Special guests in attendance were 
Master Sgt. Ward1s family, which was 
formally thanked for their support and 
sacrifice that allowed Ward to serve a 
15-month tour in Iraq. 
Also present were Central Presi-
dent Jerilyn Mcintyre, Provost Wayne 
Quirk and Connie Lambert1 Dean of 
the College of Education and Profes-
sional Studies. 
Master Sgt. Ward had a message to 
convey to the Air Force ROTC cadets in 
attendance. 
"Lead from the front," Master Sgt. 
Ward said. 11 Remember there1s still a 
war g0ing on." 
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Rodeo teaches historv 
by Rachel Guillermo 
Senior reporter 
Wearing leather, roping and brand-
ing flesh: that was the way of life for 
Ellensburg ranchers nearly 100 years 
ago. 
Today, rodeos showcase the lifestyle 
of the old west. Beyond that, however, 
most Central students don't have a clue 
about rodeos - and that is something 
the Central Rodeo Club is trying to 
change. 
To help their message along, the 
Rodeo Club will be holding an informa-
tional presentation at 6:30 p.m. on April · 
22, 2008, in the Student Union arid 
Recreation Center Pit to inform students 
about what goes on at rodeos. 
"What is the percentage of students 
that come from the west side that have 
never been to a rodeo?" Kay Davis, 
Rodeo Club advisor, said. "We are try-
ing to build interest in coming and get 
students more involved." 
''w . e are trying to 
build an interest in 
coming and get 
students more 
. 1 d '' 1nvo ve . 
KAY DAVIS, 
RODEO CLUB ADVISOR 
was asking me a bunch of questions 
about rodeo because she's never been 
to one." 
One topic Davis was particularly 
emphatic about was the history of the 
rodeo. 
"They are going to talk about the 
history of rodeo and how rodeo came 
about, which is basically the way of life 
like it was 150 years ago in the Kittitas The presentation is scheduled for 
the week of the Annual Todd Anderson 
Memorial Rodeo. 
. Valley," Davis said. 
The club wants to reach out to stu-
dents and community members that 
don't have much experience being 
around rodeos. 
"They don't know anything about 
rodeo," Davis said. "How are we going 
to reach those kids that don't have a 
clue what rodeo is? And maybe they 
would come if they knew more about 
it." 
The club will have some equipment 
at the presentation on display to spark 
questions and discussion. 
A panel of rodeo members will also 
be taking turns talking about various 
topics. 
"Last year we [had] all sorts of ques-
tions about rodeo," Ashley Smitb, 
Rodeo Club president, said. "This is 
just a good way for us to educate the 
whole school. I worked in Alaska last 
summer and I worked with a girl that 
The events in rodeo now showcase 
what ranchers used to do in western life 
and how they would work their land, 
like branding cattle and rounding up 
herds from the mountain sides. 
"They aren't doing that so much any 
more and so we don't want to lose that 
heritage, that history," Davis said. "And 
they started the rodeos." 
The panel will also talk about 
the different events people can 
compete in. 
There are nine different events in 
college rodeo, four of which are for 
women, six for men, with one that 
overlaps. 
Two such events is tie down rop-
ing for the men and break away rop-
ing for the women . 
Essentially the two events are the 
same expect for the women the event 
is split into two sections, break away 
roping and goat tying. 
McNair Scholars Deadline 
The deadline for the McNair Scholars Program is 
tomorrow. The Department of Education funds 
the program to support first generation college 
student.s with financial need. The program is fund-
ed to serve 25 students for a Fall 2008 cohort. 
Though the deadline is tomorrow, students will be 
accepted until all spots are filled. 
Students who have questions or are ·interested in 
applying should contact Karen Francis-McWhite 
at 509-963-2874 or visit www.cwu.edu/-mcnair. 
"5est Lodging in Ellensburg" 
All theme rooms are non-smoking, 
no pets allowed, and include down 
comforters, jacuzzis, large screen 
TV1s, a refrigerator, and WiFi 
Gift Certificates Available 
Googlemaps.com >Hotels Ellensburg 
1720 Canyon Rd. 
www.innatgoosecreek.com 
Email: goosecrk@ellensburg.com 
509-962-8030 
800-533-0822 
In tie down roping .the calf is 
released, the competitor chases after 
it, lasso the calf around the neck, then 
flips it on its side, or better known as 
flaking, and ties up three of its legs. 
At the end the competitor receives a 
time. 
For break away roping, the first 
part is the same as the men expect the 
women do not tie down the calf. 
Each rider has her rope tied to her 
saddle horn. 
So when the rope breaks free of 
the saddle that is the time the rider 
will receive. The second part is tie 
down roping but instead of the calf, 
the rides will tie down a goat. 
Speakers will also explain the rules 
of the different events and how each 
competitor can earn points. 
"We just want to give as much infor-
mation about rodeo and the different 
events, what goes on, how they get 
scored, what kind of equipment they 
use [and] what kind of penalties they 
get," Davis said. "So when those kids 
that have never been before go, they 
might have a little more of an idea and 
they might enjoy it more." 
The general ·consensus of the Rodeo 
Club is that the student body has little or 
no knowledge of the rodeo and what 
goes on. 
Kyle Carrigan, junior history and 
English education secondary major, 
admits he knows nothing about the 
rodeo. 
"They, like, ride horses and stuff," 
Carrigan said. "That's kind of embar-
rassing. I'm actually planning on going 
to [the] rodeo this year." 
The rodeo wi II be held over the 
weekend of April 25 through April 27. 
More information about the rodeo can 
be read in next week's Observer. 
" ... We wantto fill the stands," Davis 
said. "We want everyone to have fun. 
It just makes it more fun for everyone 
when there's a huge crowd cheering for 
the home team." 
Central student brings 
drama to middle school 
by Brooke Mortenson 
Special to The Observer 
After helping with the music pro-
gram at the Morgan Middle School, 
Allison Sutton, Central Washington 
University sophomore, music education 
and vocal performance major, men-· 
tioned a drama program. 
"It's such a great opportunity for 
them to be on stage," Sutton said. "I'm 
just doing this because I love it and they 
needed a program." 
Morgan Middle School has never 
had a drama program, but with the help 
of Sutton and two other Central stu-
dents, Paul Walk and Carrie Strachila 
and Morgan Middle School librarian, 
Pat Doughty, 23 middle schoolers from 
grades six, seven and eight are getting 
an opportunity to perform. 
"I love these kids," Doughty said. 
"They are wild, insane, drama kings and 
queens and so much fun." 
_The new drama program is working 
on the play "The Canterbury Tale," also 
known as "Geoffery Chaucers Flying 
Circus" by Burton Bumgarner, which 
includes many scenes from "Monty 
Python and the Holy Grail." 
"I think that the adults will really get 
a kick out of it and the community will 
enjoy watching the middle school," 
Doughty said. 
Students involved are also excited 
''1 love these kids. 
They are wild, 
insane, drama kings 
and queens and so 
much fun.'' 
PAT DOUGHTRY, MORGAN 
MIDDLE SCHOOL LIBRARIAN 
about the new program. 
"I've always been interested in dra-
ma, so it's nice to do it with kids my 
own age," sixth grader, Darby 
Wedekind, said. 
Much like Wedekind, Meggie Walk-
er, according to her mother Sharryn 
Walker, has been waiting for a drama 
program to begin at Morgan. 
"My daughter is thrilled because we 
just moved here this year and she was 
really disappointed that there wasn't a 
drama club," Walker, assistant professor 
in education in reading and language 
arts at Central, said. '1 lf you don't do 
band or choir there aren't really any art 
things." 
Aside from getting the students of 
Morgan Middle School on stage, 
Doughty has noticed other ways the 
drama program has helped. 
"I watch how these kids are chang-
ing," Doughty said. "Many of them start 
out saying, 'I only want to be back 
stage,' but then they realize they're a 
ham." 
Walker also sees the program reach-
ing beyond the onstage experience. 
" ... a lot of schools today focus on 
academic progress through assessment 
and artsy kids drop through the cracks," 
Walker said. "More artistic experiences 
help create more well-rounded kids; 
I'm thrilled they're offering the pro-
gram." 
According to Doughty, this program 
can show the community how great the 
students at Morgan are. 
"[They're always known around 
town] as causing trouble/' Doughty 
said. "They'll prove them wrong." 
So far the drama program has shown 
success al I-around. 
"We have had a lot of support from 
parents and community members," Sut-
ton said. "We want to continue the pro-
gram next year." 
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City 
News from throughout the Kittitas County and community 
Walking the 'Burg 
Group tests communitv's walkabilitv. 
by Kevin Opsahl 
Staff reporter 
Ellensburg residents tested the 
quality of walking routes around the 
city in a survey conducted on April 5 
by the local health organization and 
Historic Ellensburg. 
The event was sponsored f?y Shape 
Up Kittitas County and.the University 
District Interest Group First Railroad 
Addition, a loosely organized group 
of neighbors near campus in Ellens-
burg who are concerned about com-
munity safety and the conditions on 
University Way. ' 
The two hour event saw 53 partici-
pants of every age group and brought in 
more than 80 surveys. 
The results of the survey are still 
pending, but once they are made avail- -
able, a group member will present them 
to the Ellensburg City Council. 
The results are expected to be 
released next month, according to 
Sarah Bedsaul, a health educator with 
Shape Up. 
Participants began their walk at one 
of two locations: the Rotary Pavilion 
downtown on Pearl Street or at the West 
Entrance of the Student Union and 
Recreation Center (SURC). 
The routes they were given brought 
''w . . e want a more active community 
environment. If it's easy, pleasant and fun 
to walk then you're more likely to walk.'' 
DORTHY STANLEY, HISTORIC ELLENSBURG FOUNDER 
them through campus, historic down-
town and vario~s neighborhoods along 
the way. 
During the wal~, participants filled 
out a survey, which included 
open-ended questions responding to 
their walking experience such as 
crossing the street, driver's behavior, 
and safety rules. 
Participants were also asked how 
their own neighborhood's walking 
routes "stack up" w~en it comes to 
conditions. 
The questionnaires also gave resi-
dents ideas about how to fix these 
potential problems. 
"We're very interested in .having 
our area, our community, be walka-
ble," said Margaret Condit, a resident 
.near Central campust. "We don't 
want to have our residents being hit 
by cars or anything like that." 
The interest group has fought hard to 
challenge safety issues with the city 
council in recent years, according to 
past council minutes. 
It is clear to some, even those who 
did not participate in the event, that 
the city should take more action in 
this area. 
"A lot of people in my neighbor-
hood walk," said Dorthy Stanley, 
founder of Historic Ellensburg and 
employee at jerrol's Book and Supply 
Co. "It's very difficult to be a walker in 
Ellensburg because the streets are 
geared for cars. [University Way] is still 
not pedestrian-friendly." 
Shape Up also provided flyers to 
participants at the event on the bene-
fits of walking to persuade communi-
ty residents to become more physi-
cally active. 
"We want a more active commu-
nity environment," Sarah ·Bedsaul, 
health educator at Shape Up, Sqid. 
"If it's easy, pleasant and fun to walk, 
then you're more likely to walk. The 
University District Group and Shape 
Up both are advocating for a safer 
community to walk in." 
CWU Nutrition Science Club mem-
bers provided information on nutrition 
and handed out healthy snacks at each 
of the stations. 
Last month, these students collabo-
rated with Shape Up and a dozen 
Ellensburg restaurants to alter one or 
two of their entrees from the menu to fit 
a healthier criterion after a local survey 
from the organization found that more 
residents were concerned about their 
dining experience. 
Some of the restaurants included in 
this program were the Campus U-Tote-
Em and The Pita Pit. 
The project was in honor of Nation-
al Nutrition Month. 
Ellensburg 
"1"eather 
Today: 
High: 62°F Low: 36°F 
0% chance of precipitation. 
Partly cloudy/wind. 
Friday: 
High: 50°F Low: 30°F 
20% chance· of precipitation 
Partly cloudy. 
Saturday: 
High: 51°F Low: 31°F 
30% chance of precipitation 
Few Showers. 
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Observance 
OBSERVER 
The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not 
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body, 
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be 
considered as official views of Central Washington University. 
"Supporting" troops hits new low 
It's a tragedy 
thought to hap-
pen only in the 
movies - "Sav-
ing Private 
Ryan," to be 
exact. 
Army Spe-
cialist Jason 
Hubbard, 33 , 
was relieved 
from active 
duty in Iraq 
after losing his 
Frank 
Stanley 
Editor-in-
Chief 
two brothers - 21-year-old Corpo-
ral Nat.han -Hubbard and 22-year-
old Marine Lance Corporal Jared 
Hubbard - in the war. 
In order to preserve his family's 
name, Jason was removed from 
. combat and flown home to Clovis, 
Calif. under the US Armed Forces ' 
Sole Survivor Policy. 
The real tragedy for Hubbard, 
however, wou Id come well after 
2 
9 
2 5 
5 
1 8 
his arriving home. 
Upon his return, the Army cut 
off his family's health care, 
stopped his GI educational subsi-
dies - up to $40,000 - and 
demanded that he repay his 
$6,000 enlistment bonus, all as a 
result of his early discharge -
regardless of the situation. 
His wife, Linnea, who was also 
pregnant with their second child at 
the ti me, was cut off from the tran-
sitional health care they needed to 
ease back into civilian life after his 
release in October. 
A family's sole survivor; a man 
who gave so much to serve his 
country and seemingly asked for so 
little at a monumental cost; it's 
such a shame to have the powers 
that be turn their collective back 
on him despite an unthinkable 
amount of grief. 
In a time where the Iraq War's 
" motto," if you can call it that, 
.3 
1 
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The Observer Opinion Forum 
Designed to generate discussion and encourage 
reader interaction with The Observer. 
Question: Do you vote in student government 
elections? Why or why not? 
Please e-mail your answers along with your year and major to 
The Observer's e-mail at: cwuobserver@gmail.com 
would be "support our troops," I 
find it both cruel and tragic that 
many people within the US gov-
ernment are the biggest hypocrites 
in the issue. 
Though it's been speculated and 
the accusations have flown in from 
every political hack (not to men-
tion the news), there's no question 
that we are mishandling our offer-
ings to relieved troops . 
First comes the revelation of 
under-geared and under-armored 
personnel on the front lines, and 
former Secretary of Defense Don-
a Id Rumsfeld's denial of the 
accusations. 
Next comes the Stop Loss pol i-
cy - the involuntary extension of a 
service member's active duty serv-
ice . And now, this . 
To be blunt: can we screw over 
our troops any further? 
I hate to think that this story 
promotes more war/anti -war ani-
mosity, because after five years, 
the gap has widened, and no one 
is comfortable standing in the mid-
dle of the whole issue. 
I hope I'm not the only one, and 
if so, the rest of you please speak 
out more. 
·There are so many people I 
have talked to throughout the years 
that. stated, simply, Peither you're. 
for the war or you're against it." 
Being against the war meant being 
against the troops. 
Anyone who continues to 
believe that I will continue to 
oppose the war and, in turn, care 
less about the safety of our men 
and women - I'm sorry, but you 
are an idiot. 
There's no reason to not be con-
cerned about their welfare, 
whether on the front I in es or on 
the home front. We owe it to them . 
Now, Hubbard is seeing better 
times. Since his plight, four Cali-
forn ia congre'ssm'en, led by Rep. 
Devin Nunes, R-Calif., introduced 
the Hubbard· Act, which details the . 
rights of sole survivors and extends 
to th.em a number of benefits 
already offered to other soldiers 
honorably discharged from military 
service, such as waiving payback of 
enlistment bonuses, allowing par-
ticipation in GI educational pro-
grams, giving separation pay and 
access to tra11sitional health care. 
Meanwhile, Hubbard has 
regained permanent health cover-
age now that he is again working 
as a Fresno County sheriff's deputy, 
the job he left in 2004 to serve in 
Iraq. 
Hopefully he is the last to deal 
with such a problem . Support our 
troops. 
Observer Editor-in-Chief Frank Stanley 
can be reached at stanleyf@cwu.edu. 
Evervone's at risk with cat-
calling behind the •heel 
"Jordan, it hap-
pened again!" my 
girlfriend, Cortney 
said as she walked 
into the kitchen. 
"Honking at girls 
is making a come-
back and whoever 
is doing this needs 
to die!" 
By my count, 
this is the third 
time in two days 
that guys driving 
Jordan 
Boland 
Copy editor 
beat-up sedans have done this to her. 
am not sure however, that dying is the 
answer to this particular problem, or 
even if it is a problem at all. 
At least, not as serious of a problem 
as she thinks. 
The fact that other men think that she 
is attractive is ... no surprise to me. I 
think that she is gorgeous, and the fact 
that others share my sentiment only 
serves to reaffiJ;m that I am, in fact, not 
completely crazy. 
I can understand how being honked 
or shouted at creates a bit of an awkward 
situation. Or so I am told. Here are 
these poor, innocent women, walking 
along the street, helpless to intervene on 
behalf of a strange man's better judge-
ment. 
Despite the very utmost display o~ 
telekinetic power, these women cannot 
do anything to keep guys from reaching 
over on the wheel to honk the horn. 
Men, remember that this is a very 
dangerous maneuver: whenever possi-
ble, try to keep your hands at two and 
ten, and your eyes scanning the road in 
front of you. 
Women, especially those who are 
already in a relationship, have very limit-
ed options when this happens. What 
exactly do these people expect women 
to do for a honk and a wink? 
Men, the fact that the girl does not 
respond does not mean that she doesn't 
like you. Relationships take time to 
develop, and usually the knowledge of 
your partner's name is a good first step. 
Speeding away, weeping about the 
cruelness of love and life is not an 
answer, and in this town is likely to get 
you a ticket and an ass-kicking. 
Perhaps the only thing worse than 
being turned down is being turned down 
and having a ticket for doing 25 in a 20. 
Jerry Seinfeld discussed the "Car 
Horn Honk" in an episode, labeling it as 
·one of the best ideas that men have had 
so far in getting the attention of women. 
Perhaps he was right: giving a call cer-
tainly gets attention . Perhaps the more 
important question to ask is, "Is it effec-
. tive?" 
It never worked for rrie. Then again, I 
never tried my horn. Even when I was 
single I never felt the inclination to honk 
at a woman. I just might be too old-fash-
ioned to understand how the process 
works, I rely on meeting women and 
talking to them. 
So, men who honk and shout. I want 
to propose that you do try my method, 
instead of polluting the air with the 
sounds of shouts and horns, talk to 
1 
someone in your class who attracts you. 
Join a club, or just go outside and talk 
to people. Between snow and wind, 
there are countless opportunities to meet 
someone new. Or, install a better, more 
romantic car horn. 
On that note, don't talk to (or honk 
at) my girlfriend. 
Observer Copy editor Jordan Boland 
can be reached at bolandj@cwu.edu. . 
Rachael Rav: a bane on the culinarv world 
by Rachel Guillermo 
Senior reporter 
I hate Rachael Ray! 
There, I said it and I'm not taking it 
back. 
I know there are a lot more of you 
out there that feel the same way I do. 
For years, America has been subject-
ed to watching this poor excuse of a 
"self-made" chef and her nasally laugh 
as she "makes an entire meal in just 30 
. minutes!" I don't get how this annoying 
woman got so popular. Every where I 
go, I see her. She's on cookbooks, 
kitchen knives and cookware, not to 
mention her million and one TV shows. 
I'll admit I have watched her shows 
and for the most part her recipes are 
pretty good, but that just brings me to 
another reason why I can't stand her; 
she says the most annoying things. 
What's the whole deal about EVOO? 
It's extra virgin olive oil!! What's so 
hard about saying that? 
I might understand if she had a diffi-
cult time speaking and just saying the 
letters would be easier for her. 
But no, she just says it because ... 
well I don't know. Another one of my 
favorite Rachael quotes is "Yum-0.11 
What is she, four years old? 
At this point you might be thinking 
that I'm just jealous of her success and 
fame. Who wouldn't be jealous of that? 
As a recent culinary school graduate I 
ultimately want what she has, a well-
known name in the culinary industry -
that's what everyone wants in their pro-
fessional life: to be respected. 
But still, I think she's freaken 
annoying . 
Observer Senior reporter Rachel Guillermo 
can be reached at shoegirl18@yahoo.com 
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Parking woes hit the tipping point 
After a few 
cups of coffee 
and extensive 
brainstorming 
about how to 
begin this little 
gripe session, I've 
decided there's 
only one way to 
go about it; by Ryanne 
stating the obvi- Gerry 
ous: parking at Staff reporter 
Central sucks! 
Trying to find 
a parking spot on campus makes me 
want to gouge my eyes out with a rusty 
spoon. You can sit and sit and wait for a 
spot only to be snaked in line by some 
douchebag that comes flying around 
the corner, sliming right in to the spot 
that you worked so hard to find. 
You've sat there in your car for, say, 
twenty minutes (it's your lucky day 
today as you didn't have to sit for long), 
selfishly idling away a couple gallons 
of gas waiting for the clock to strike ten 
'til, knowing that the throngs of parking 
spot hoggers will soon be flocking to 
their cars to finally release your small 
rectangle of real estate. 
For the next few moments you 
assume your alter ego; you become the 
quintessential parking lot "stalker" who 
creepishly trails anyone on foot, sali-
vating as the pedestrian digs through 
their bag looking for their keys. 
You've got your eye on the prize, 
and you can taste that asphalt! Your 
mind starts whirling as your prey 
enters their car, "Why aren't their 
reverse lights coming on? Come 
on ... COME ON!" 
Just as you think you may make it to 
class on time for the first time this 
week, the prey re-appears from inside 
their car: 
"Sorry, I was just grabbing some-
thing." The roid-rage that you didn't 
even know you had (since you don't 
take steroids) engulfs you and one 
glimpse into the rear view mirror solidi-
fies your worst fear: you've transformed 
into the Incredible Hulk and you've 
made the executive decision that the 
best thing to do is just drive up over the 
sidewalk and park on the grass. 
There's plenty of freakin' grass 
on this campus, give us more park-
ing spots! 
Now, I won't claim extensive 
knowledge of the subject, however, I 
'm pretty sure there aren't any plans to 
add more parking on or near campus. 
Recent Parking Services Committee 
meeting minutes reflect that their focus 
will be on current lot maintenance 
(such as completely re-doing the entire 
Nicholson Pavilion lot) the repairs 
scheduled for this summer are at an 
estimated cost of around $150,000. 
How are they going to pay for that? 
Well, lucky for us, they're going to 
increase the parking permit fees, again, 
by $35 for an academic year. 
Are you kidding me? 
I'm already paying $145 a year to 
never be able to find a parking spot! 
The amount of money I've spent on 
parking tickets in the many years that 
I've attended Central has been enough 
for them to make me my own personal 
parking lot, for Christ's sake. 
So what should they do? What 
about a parking garage? It wouldn't 
take up any extra square footage if 
placed overtop an already present lot, 
such as the one outside the new Stu-
dent Union building, and what's up 
with that tundra between the psycholo-
gy building and the Chimposium? Such 
a structure would allow plenty of park-
ing, security, and convenience. 
Talk of a secure parking area for 
freshman occurred in one of the PSC 
meetings (they are suggesting the mod-
est price of $5000 for one spot) per-
haps they could reserve the under-
ground levels for such parking? Now 
the issue of cost arises ... well, if they 
got funding for the new big ass Student 
Union and Music buildings through 
small tuition increases, perhaps now 
it's time to suggest one for parking. 
I don't do math, but I assume they 
·could make it happen. 
Now what? Let's get pissed, people! 
Let's make them understand that this is 
a huge problem for a lot of our fellow 
students, and something that we see as 
a serious "need" ... screw flat screen 
TV's in the SURC, I can watch mine at 
home! 
Observer Staff reporter Ryanne Gerry can 
be reached at ryannegerry@gmail.com. 
VERSATILE ARTIST REDEFINING AVANT-GARDE 
The first time I 
saw the artwork of 
Thomas Campbell, 
it was on the 
album sleeve for 
the indie rock band 
Ugly Casanova, 
founded and head-
ed by Modest 
Mouse frontman 
Isaac Brock. 
Not only did 
the artwork fit the 
Charlie 
Wainger 
Copy editor 
off-the-wall musical talents of the group, 
but it stood on a realm all its own. It spoke 
its own language. 
Campbell's drawings center mostly 
around bright psychedelic landscapes that 
can't help but catch the viewer's eye. His 
wild style of drawing people, landscapes, 
plant life and animals seems to come from 
an altered view of life and the world 
around. When looking at his insane depic-
tions of trees and birds, it's hard not to 
view Campbell's work as avant-garde. 
In a world that demands structure and 
sense, art should be used to get away and 
keep some creativity and expression. 
Campbell is one individual who strays 
from academic artwork and gives his audi-
ence a taste of bizarre. 
It's not just the wild and creative aspect 
of Campbell's work that brings the art to 
life. His unique use of supports and protru-
sions give a three-dimensional aspect, 
turning the art away from a flat surface and 
into a unique, engaging piece of work. 
For example, some of his work is pre-
sented on a birdhouse-type structure on 
stilts or paper cutouts protruding out from 
a frame. 
The unique style of Campbell's art has 
even found its way onto popular skate-
boards. 
Campbell, a self-taught painter, pho-
tographer, filmmaker and writer was born 
in 1969 in the US and currently resides in 
Santa Cruz, Calif., where his studio is 
located. He spends most of his time travel-
ing and directing surfing films. 
Campbell also directs an independent 
record label, Galaxia, which has signed 
artists such as Peggy Honeywell and The 
Black Heart Procession, among others. 
He's had solo art exhibitions in New 
York, Paris, Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
Morocco and in 1999 he completed his 
first full-length surfing film, titled "The 
Seeding." 
A world without the bizarre and wild 
talents of artists, such as Campbell, would 
be increasingly drab and boring. The psy-
chedelic and ob~cure renderings of what-
ever area we call home are ways of fur-
thering our understanding of what we are 
a part of. 
Everyone should try pulling ideas from 
the deepest part of their minds; to create 
new ways of looking at what is all around. 
Being an artist myself, I can already see 
how Campbell's style has influenced my 
own work. He has reminded me to keep 
working at art for the sake of art and to dig 
deep into my mind to create wild scenes. 
This what I'll pass on; bend this world 
in all ways. Color it as you please. Break it 
in half and put it back together. 
Observer Copy editor Charlie Wainger 
can be reached at waingerc@cwu.edu. 
Letters to 
the Editor 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Thi.5 e-mail is regarding an article 
from the April 10, 200l;l editionof the 
Observer. The article "Track and 
Field has strong sh6wing'' by Staff 
reporter Brooke Saul may have been 
one of the most poorly written articles 
l have ever read, 'Let me statf off by 
saying that I realize bei)'lg given the 
assignment of writing an article about 
CWU Track is not going to be what 
S4'l.f!PS you to the. big time when it 
comes to exciting \Vriting, and it is not 
the .ideal assignm1mtin any journalist's 
eyes. But let's face it; no article written 
for the Observer is going to be "the. big 
on.~~1 for anyreport~r· Every articlecin 
the Ob.server deserves to have the best 
effort of the writer, and this effort is 
deserved reganlless of the importance 
o~ ~e article in the reporter's eyes. 
··· school papers are about gaining 
experience and establishing a profes-
si('.)rial work ethic and this article 
relloots .no experience, work ethic, or 
et'irt on the. writer's part ln case the 
co.l;responding Observer editors are 
,n~'aware of the mistakes made in the 
¢1 pere ,t?ey are. {not h1$l1,1;4jng ~d mis~pellings): 
•There is no 500-meter race held 
ritulariy at the college level, artdif 
t me$ by f!acpael 
Evans would 
ooworld record times. 
•A couple of paragraphs later the 
same times for Rachael and 
Ch~lsea arel~stedihut t}lis t®e.fo:r 
tfi~ 'rorrect 5¥00...fii@ter tace, but 
w~fh the incorrec,t placing for 
Rachael. · 
•Ji(ar<iieMullen ~mpeted in tb,e 
tlooo meter notthe l,OO<> with a 
f of StM1J,$~.~ ~hich iSJQe 
CleliJder by·$ minutea' ' 
qnde~>$t~wa,$Sarah 
Benson's time of l l :H.5 t in the 
sOOom Steeplechase, which ih® 
a. Natfonal qµali§~r. 
I did not write. this e-mail fo take 
away from or degrade Ms. Saul's writ-
ing, but to bring to the attention of fhe 
O~rver atuiitn'tlff that equaletrbrt 
is ·warranted for a:U. artiCles. Writjng, 
like that in the article, does not only 
reflect poorly on the reporting and 
writing skills of the journalts,t, but it 
equally retloots the ability of the edi-
tors that finalize the articles before 
publication. 
MaurkeM&ratk 
Fllfi;$1JM.AN, 
CWU TRACK AND FIBLD 
Letters Policy 
Observer w~it6melbrief letflfts 
(8.qo words or fower) from readers on 
current issues. Letters must include the 
author's full name. and Central Wash-
+ ::~~i\:9fl t.Jri~Y'•Wsity ~.tfiliat\on: y~ar '1Pd 
maj6r for students, <lepartmentfor fac-
ti1~ am:l: staff ot degree and year gradu-
at~,9 for alumni. The Observ<V will not 
rtillish letters thaf respond to previous 
µuless th~~\ offer mean?ngf'ul 
ns to the topic: All letters become 
ty of The Ob11erver and may be 
f~r len~?h, ~~le, 1>pellin(, gragi--
t{l!lte an4 pot~n~ially libelpus ele~ 
$. • . Letters may be e-mailed to 
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TOP: Invasion of Aliens, 2006. Acrylic on panel. LEFT: Frida, 2005. 
Acrylic on panel. RIGHT: El Pachuco, 2006. Acrylic on canvas. Jane and 
Michael Schwab Coll~ction. These pieces, along with others, will be on 
display in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall until April 27. 
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DeSiga displays art depicting Hispanic workers in America 
by Megan O'Malley 
Staff reporter 
He's a small man who believes that colossal 
canvases are his perfect size. Painter Daniel DeSi-
ga has been making waves in artistic circles for 
more than 30 years. 
Born in 1949, DeSiga is the son of migrant farm 
workers. The Yakima-based painter realized back in 
the first gradethat art was his calling. 
"I remember this table of all these dishes of all 
this color," DeSiga said. "I was just captivated." 
He painted a three-ring circus, complete with 
elephants, clowns and trapeze artists. At such a 
young age, his teachers and peers believed he was a 
prodigy. The attention he received is what inspires 
him to keep on and continue with his art. 
"Art gave me that recognition I wanted as a 
human being," DeSiga said. 
He is best known for his figurative work, but has 
expanded into · other 
series as wel I. He has his 
own gallery. in Yakima, 
and currently on display 
in the Sarah Spurgeon 
Gallery are his newest 
works: large-scale 
abstract pieces created 
from acrylics and plastics. 
"Art gave me that DeSiga relates to Kahlo on a more per-
sonal level. He had 
many health problems 
and was often in trac-
tion. At the same time 
Kahlo was in her car 
accident, beSiga 
recognition I wanted as a 
human being." 
- DANIEL DESIGA, ARTIST 
Although he painted throughout school, it wasn't 
until college that he really began to prosper. He 
began to gain a sense of what he liked and who 
motivated his interests. 
DeSiga's earlier works depict the life of the Mexi-
can immigrant worker in America. Inspired by 
Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo, he holds a special 
place in his heart for both artists. 
Rivera birthed the American Chicano art move-
ment in 1969. His art encouraged DeSiga to put dif-
ferent lifestyles and cultures into color. 
became addicted to 
morphine. He feels their lives are intertwined. 
An alumnus of the University of Washington, 
·DeSiga continued on with his work after college. 
He became the art director for Colegio Cesar 
Chavez in Mount Angel, Ore. He also traveled to 
Santa Fe, N.M. and worked with artist Amando 
Pefia for four years. 
DeSiga was part of the whole Chicano artistic 
culture of the southwest. He used his relationship 
with Pefia to cultivate and create connections with 
the artistic movement around him. 
While he has created other series, DeSiga wil 
always be known for his paintings and mural~ 
about Hispanic workers in America. Many of hi~ 
works are in hospitals and clinics across the coun-
try. Two of his posters can be found in the Smith· 
sonian Institute. 
"I've been really lucky with my career by beinf 
at the right place in history," DeSiga said. 
Heather Horn Johnson, director of the Sara~ 
Spurgeon Gallery, loves the stories he tells with hi~ 
figurative work. 
"I think it's fantastic," Johnson said. "He sort o 
brings to life that experience of Hispanic peopl( 
coming to America." 
DeSiga is trying to break away from the portrait! 
of his earlier works, and create something more fin 
id. He is showing both his newer abstract works 
and some of his older figurative works. His art, alon~ 
with the works of 20 other artists, will be on displa) 
until April 27. 
Seeds of protest: 
Dalai Lamas Seattle visit sparks Chinese opposition 
by Darcy Wytko 
Staff reporter 
Dr. Mark Emmert, the president of 
the University of Washington (UW), 
thinks that the Dalai Lama looks good 
in purple and gold. Emmert blushed as 
a robe bearing the school's colors was 
placed over the 72-year-old monk's 
shoulders during his convocation cere-
mony last Monday. 
More than 8,000 students from col-
leges across Washington packed the 
seats of Hee Edmundson Pavilion to 
witness the univer.sity award Tenzin 
Gyatso, the fourteenth Dalai Lama, 
with an honorary doctorate of Humane 
Letters. The degree was given out of 
recognition for his lifelong advocation 
of peace, non-violence, inter-religious 
understanding, and universal responsi-
bility. 
Tibet's exiled spiritual leader ~huck­
led as he expressed great thanks for 
being granted the title "without actual-
ly having to do any studies." The Dalai 
himself began his monastic education 
as a five year-old and continued until 
he completed his Doctorate of Bud-
dhist Philosophy - the highest degree 
of Buddhist scholarship - at the age of 
25. 
The convocation· was a featured 
event during the Dalai Lama's five-day 
visit to Seattle for the Seeds of Compas-
sion initiative, a community-focused 
event discussing the creation of a com-
passionate society that drew more than 
200,000 people. 
Over several days, he encouraged 
compassion before a crowd of 55,000 
at Qwest field, took the stage with 
Dave Matthews and Death Cab for 
Cutie, and conducted an inter-spiritual 
discussion with South African archbish-
op Desmond Tutu. The Dalai Lama, in 
return, was given a key to the city by 
Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels along with 
the honorary UW doctorate. 
Approximately 50 lucky Central stu-
dents who caught wind of the unadver-
tised, free tickets distributed by CWU 
were granted a once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to see His Holiness in person. 
When Central junior print journal-
ism major Jenny Peterson told her 
father she would be seeing the Dalai 
Lama in Seattle, her father had a simple 
request: a T-shirt. 
"I told him, 'It's not a concert, 
Dad'," Peterson said. 
The self-described "simple Buddhist 
monk" has been heralded as the most 
recognizable religious figure in the 
world, with the only exception being 
the Pope. 
Born on July 6, 1935 to a farming 
family, he was recognized at the age of 
two as the reincarnation of the 13th 
Dalai Lama, Thutben Gyatso. The 
Dalai Lamas are believed to be the 
manifestations of Chenrezig, the Bod-
hisattva of Compassion and the patron 
saint ofTibet. Bodhisattvas are enlight-
ened beings who have postponed their 
own nirvana to be reborn in human 
form to serve humanity. 
Following China's invasion of Tibet 
in 1949, the Dalai Lama was called 
upon to assume full political power. In 
the wake of the Chinese military's bru-
tal suppression of the Tibetan National 
Uprising ten years later, he fled to India 
to later lead a government-in-exile 
based in Dharamasala, Northern India. 
In 1989, be was awarded the Naber 
Peace Prize for his decades of non-vio-
lent struggle to liberate Tibet from Chi-
nese rule. 
During his 35-minute convocation 
speech, he jokingly compared his bald 
head to the head of a bald student seat-
ed in the front row, teasingly called the 
s 
TI 
photo courtesy of Jenny Peterson 
Protesters respond to the Dalai Lamas Seattle appearance on Monday. 
UW's chancellors old, and decreed war 
as "out-dated." He ended on a serious 
note, however, by discussing the cru-
cial role of the younger generations in 
preventing future bloodshed. 
"You are our basis for hope," he 
said. "You will create the century of 
peace aod tranquility." 
While inside his words were met 
with thunderous ovations, outside a 
small plane flew over Husky stadium 
bearing a banner that read "DALAi UR 
SMILES CHARM UR ACTIONS 
HARM," in bold red letters. 
More than 400 hundred protesters 
marched from UW's Red Square to Hee 
Edmundson Pavilion in the week's 
biggest demonstration against the Dalai 
Lama. Alongside the Chinese flag, pro-
testers waved signs reading "No Vio-
lence, No Riots, Stop Media Distor-
tion." Violent images from Tibet were 
shown on a large-screen TV, chants 
were shouted through bullhorns, and 
songs were sung in Mandarin, saying 
that their hearts still belong to China. 
Since mid-March, Tibet has been 
the subject of a military crackdown by 
China following violent protests. While 
Tibetan leaders say 150 people have 
died in these crackdowns, Beijing offi-
cial claim that Tibetan rioters have 
killed 20 people and have accused the 
Dalai Lama of instigating violence to 
promote separatism. In the past week, 
nine Tibetan monks were arrested in 
connection with a government bomb-
ing and weapons were seized during a 
monastery raid. 
Michael Yao, a UW business stu-
dent and member of UW's Chinese Stu-
dents and Scholars Associatiori, was an 
active participant in the protest. 
"The Dalai Lama is a really bad 
liar," said Yao. "I've been to Tibet and 
I've seen a completely different picture 
than what he's portrayed." 
Others felt the western media's por-
trayal of the recent clashes in Tibet 
have not only distorted events, but 
have proven to be inaccurate. Recent 
footage said to have been taken in Tibet 
has featured men wearing Nepalese 
police uniforms. 
"We find that the Western media 
distorts events," said Benson Yang, an 
IT programmer at Seattle's Swedish 
Hospital. "CNN u5es pictures taken in 
India and Nepal for their broadcasts of 
Tibet." 
According to police on duty, the 
protesters behaved in a completely 
non-violent manner. 
The Dalai Lama, who made the 
Pacific Northwest his first international 
outing since the protests turned deadly, 
-made no mention of Tibet during his 
Seattle appearances, but threatened to 
resign if the violence continues. The 
Dalai Lama has repeatedly stated that 
he does seek separation for Tibet,· only 
greater autonomy, and that he firmly 
supports the Beijing Olympics. 
Later this week, the Dalai Lama will 
visit universities in Michigan and New 
York before meeting with President 
George W. Bush's special envoy on 
April 21, in the highest level meeting 
with US Administration since the fatal 
protests began. 
Pregnant? 
You have options. 
1-800-395-flELP 
Free. Caring. Confidential 
In Ellensburg Gtll 925~2273 
or visit us at 111 East 4th 
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Jessica Liddle/Observer 
The crew of Road trip Nation parked the big green RV on the east patio of the Student Union and Recre-
ation Center during their visit to Central on Tuesday, April 15 to field questions from inquiring students. 
Roadtrip Nation visits cwu 
by Myja Freese 
Staff reporter 
If you did not notice the huge green 
RV at Central on Tuesday you missed 
out on Road Trip Nation (RTN), an 
organization for students to road trip 
and interview people from all walks of 
life. 
RTN is a grass roots organization 
started by four friends just out of college 
who were unsure about what they 
wanted to do after graduation. 
According to Career Services Direc-
tor Jaqualyn Johnson, Central was one 
of the founding hundred campuses to 
sponsor RTN. Central found out about 
RTN at a conference and contacted 
them online to find out if they could 
come to the university. RTN was at Cen-
tral in the fall and requested to come 
back to Central in the spring because of 
the warm welcome and interest showed 
by the students. The university hopes to 
have them continue to come each year. 
"My goals for students are to have 
students be open to possibilities and to 
be possibility thinkers," Johnson said 
"Students find their passion and learn 
from other people." 
RTN is about giving students the 
opportunity to find their passion and 
not settle for the first thing they find. 
RTN has gained so much support 
that it keeps growing and is now avail-
able, not only in the United States, but 
also around the world in areas such as 
New Zealand, Australia, Poland and 
Uganda. They have several opportuni-
ties for students: They can apply for a 
road trip in the Green RVs, the symbol 
of RTN, they can take their own cars 
and they can even travel to other coun-
tries and road trip. 
"I hope that it broadens their minds 
... not just settle for graduation and get 
a job, there is plenty of time for 8 to5 so 
explore your horizons," Senior Lecturer 
Kate Horowitz said. 
According to Horowitz the benefit 
of having RTN speak to her interview-
ing class is because the premise of RTN 
is that they travel the U.S. and interview 
all kinds of people along the way. 
RTN shows students that it is accept-
able to explore, make other decisions, 
then get a job, and to take advantage of 
opportunities. The road trippers showed 
Central students some of these opportu-
nities in the informational session from 
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday. The road 
trippers were also available on the east 
patio of the Student Union and Recre-
ation Center for the day. 
According to Johnson on any of the 
different kinds of road trips the road 
trippers could call all the interviewees 
and do all their own videotaping. 
"I hope Road Trip Nation expands 
on student's awareness on what is out 
there and insight enough curiosity to 
get in their cars, road trip, listen, and 
act," Johnson said. "Career services 
can help any student with the applica-
tion if need be." 
Road tripper Brett Robinson heard 
about RTN in a career class his senior 
year of college. Then graduated and had 
several jobs and ended up without one. 
Six years later he has found RTN and is 
now a road tripper. 
Robinson's most important lesson is 
a quote from Irvin Mayfield, a profes-
sional trumpet player. "One thing my 
mother always tells me is blessed is he 
who gets paid for what he would do for 
free," Mayfield said. 
.. ~ ........... ~ 
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ABOVE: Students and recent graduates came to Central to promote 
Road trip Nation on Tuesday. Students can apply for grants to reimburse 
them for their trips around the world. BELOW: Roadtrip Nation offers 
music artists a chance to take part in the soundtrack for the grassroots 
movement. More information can be found at www.roadtripnation.com. 
PIERCINGS: Local store follows strict consent policy 
Pete Los/Observer 
ACE is located on Main street, identified by their bold window art. 
Authorized Retail Dealer 
lawn/Garden •Tools • Appliances • Electronics 
continued from cover 
"[ACE] has good prices and my 
friend [Pamela Alvarado] loves the lady 
here." 
While Washington State law allows 
children over the age of 16 to consent 
to body piercing, Parke holds to her 
own policy. She requires that, as 
minors, customers wishing to receive 
body piercings must obtain parental 
consent. Parents accompanying their 
children must provide identification 
and authorization before Parke will go 
through with the piercing. 
"It's our choice," Erica Cox said. 
"We don't want it going around that we 
pierce little girls. Pissed-off parents 
aren't our thing." 
Even aher three years of establishing 
herself and her pol icy, each year, 
approximately five to six minors try to 
overstep Parke's authority. 
Recently, a woman came into the 
store with three girls whom claimed to 
be her daughters. 
Questions were raised as Parke not-
ed that all the girls seemed to be around 
the age of 16, but the "mother" pos-
sessed identification and went on to 
explain how two of the girls were step-
daughters. At this point there was little 
Pete Los/Observer 
Erica Cox sterilizes equipment at ACE Apparel and Body Piercing. 
Parke could do to prove her suspicions, 
and so she pierced the girls. It wasn't 
until later when an angry parent called 
to confirm that the posing "mother" her 
daughter had received consent from 
was actually a neighbor. 
"[In these situations,] I get ticked off 
at whoever is trying to trick me," Parke 
said. "It's my reputation. I'll usually ask 
the person not to come back." 
In reference to the current piercing 
trend, Parke claims it is waning. A more 
recent trend, she said, is the stretching 
of the ear lobes. 
"The [piercing] trend goes up and 
down," Parke said. "But it has existed 
for over 40,000 years. It's not going any-
where." 
• 
• 
o Stephen 17 Drury, guest 
piano recital, 
7 p.m. in the Concert 
Hall, free. 
o 35th annual Career 
Quest, 1 O a.m. to 3 p.m. 
in the SURC Ballroom. 
O Spring Outdoor 
Symposium, 11 a.m. to 
3 p.m. on the east 
SURC patio. 
18 o Spring Outdoor 
Symposium, 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
the east SURC patio. 
o River float trip spon-
sored by OPR, 3 p.m., 
$10. Students only. 
o Spin Yoga, 19 10:30 ~.m. to 
noonmRec 
Center room 287. 
o Andrea Pain and 
Jenny Ohrstrom, 
oboe and voice 
recital, 4 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, free. 
o Spring Outdoor 
Symposium, 11 a.m. 
to-3 p.m. on the east 
SURC patio. 
ZO o Music 
Anti qua, 
4 p.m. in.the 
Recital Hall, free. 
o Amber Johnson, 
graduate horn 
recital, 6 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, free. 
o Rock climbing in 
Leavenworth, 
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
$12 students and 
Rec Center 
members, 
. $15 non-members. 
o Monday 21 Movie Mad-
ness pres-
ents "Rent" at 
7 p.m. in the SURC 
Theatre, free. 
22 ~ Apprecia-tion award 
ceremony, 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 
the SURC Ballroom 
o Dodgeball, 7 p.m. 
to 8:30 p.m. in the 
SURCgym. 
0 Mia 2:J Spencerand 
Barbara 
Pickett perform at 
7 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall, free. 
• 
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Miss Pettigrew pleasantly predictable 
Lavish parties, scandalous 
love affairs and then, there is 
Miss Pettigrew. 
Full of entertaining situa-
tions and amazing coinci-
dences, "Miss Pettigrew Lives 
for a Day" is a fun and lively 
affair. Set in London on the 
verge of World War 11, the Stephanie 
film seamlessly weaves in Olson 
complex character relation- Staff 
ships, love-triangles and reporter 
wacky comedy. 
Homeless and penniless Miss Pettigrew (Frances 
McDormand) is again fired from her job as a nanny 
and casted out from her employment agency. Broke 
and desperate for work, she intercepts a job listing 
and arrives on the doorstep of singer and actress 
Delysia LaFosse (Amy Adams) who is also desper-
ately in need of help. 
Currently balancing three men, Delysia is dan-
gerously close to losing everything she ever want-
ed. Persuaded to help Delysia choose between the 
rich club owner, the ambitious producer, and the 
humble passionate pianist, Miss Pettigrew is 
whisked away into a world of champagne and 
sleeping in train stations. 
The odd combination of old-fashioned, jaded 
Miss Pettigrew and the gold-digging fanciful Delysia 
makes for an entertaining duo. Both roles were 
casted perfectly. 
Delysia - who is similar to Adams' role in 
"Enchanted" - could only be pulled off by her. She 
somehow makes a character, who seems to spend 
the entire film gasping and giggling, endearing and 
deep. Both Adams and McDormand are in perfect 
timing with each other, creating a playful contrast 
between their characters. 
The big band music of the 1930s makes a great 
companion for the fast-moving and quick-witted 
dialogue and adds to the feeling of the roaring times 
- at least until the air raid sirens go off. 
Only 24 hours later, and without ever managing 
to eat more than two slices of cucumber, Miss Petti-
grew manages to hand out heartfelt advice and happy 
endings while unintentionally reigniting her own life. 
The ending was predictable and a tad unrealis-
tic, but it was consistent with the nostalgic feeling 
that this is the way it would have ended if it had 
been filmed in the 1930s. 
photo retrieved from img.stopklatka.pl fashion; a sharp contrast to soup kitchens and 
All-in-all "Miss Pettigrew Lives for a Day" was an 
enjoyable new take on, a classical style of film and a 
pleasant way to spend an afternoon. 
Condemned 2: Bloodshot makes 11avers cringe 
After playing 
Condemned 2: 
Bloodshot, I can 
tell you that this is a 
game of firsts. It's 
the first time I've 
ever had to beat 
down an electro-
cuted and melting 
drug addict with a 
medieval battle-
axe in a darkened 
museum. It's the 
James 
Anderson 
Staff 
reporter 
first - and most likely the last - time I've 
had to run through a dilapidated doll fac-
. tory at night, frqntically swinging a base-
- ball bat at exploding mechani(al dolls 
waddling towards me, while the builqing 
is going down in flames. While those are 
only two examples, there were many parts 
in this game where I had to step back from 
it all, and wonder, "What the,heH am I 
doing?" 
This doesn't necessarily mean it's a bad 
game; in many ways it is quite the oppo-
site. Bloodshot is the sequel to Sega and 
Monolith's frr~t-person ·perspective action 
horro·r game Conde-mned: Criminal Ori-
gins. Bloodshot picks up a few months 
after the first iteration's narrative and finds 
the main character, Ethan Thomas, an ex-
FBI Serial Crime Unit detective. 
After quitting the force because of the 
events surrounding the villain from the first 
game, Thomas decides to lay low and drop 
below the radar. Receiving a call from an 
old and thought-to-be missing acquain-
tance, Thomas is forced back on to the job. 
While the story of this game has some 
interesting bits and pieces surrounding it, 
by the middle of the game, most of the sto-
ry becomes the nonsensical garbage that 
occurs so frequently in first-person shoot-
ers (Area 51, anyone?). 
However, what the game lacks in nar-
rative it makes up for in gameplay. On 
plenty of occasions it had me nearly jump-
ing out of my seat in fright. Wandering 
through the dark in an abandoned bowl-
ing alley only to find the town mayor's 
decapitated head in a bowling ball bag, is 
quite disturbing, to say the least. 
Throughout the game, players will be 
looking at different crime scenes using dif-
ferent forensic tools to help them in their 
search for answers, offering some much 
needed breaks in the action. 
As with the first Condemned, players 
use items in the environment to fend off 
crazed meth addicts, psychotic hench-
men, and the-all-too crazy woman with 
the lolly-pop saw blade. In addition to 
using toilet seats, bowling pins, guns and 
foosball rods as weapons, players are now 
able to use their fists, as well. Players can 
chain punch combos, kicks and other 
close combat maneuvers to gain damage 
multipliers. 
photo retrieved from gamercenteronline.blogspot.com 
All in all, Condemned 2: Bloodshot is 
a great single-player game. Although the 
multi-player aspects of the game are shal-
lower than Hal, the single player experi-
ence will give players enough thrills and 
frights to warrant a play through. My ver-
dict: Rent this one over a weekend for a 
good few days of brutal horror. Oh, and if 
you want a really good time, I suggest 
playing this one in the dark. 
m April 17, 2008 -Scene-Observer 
Central speakers to present 
at natural science seminar 
by Charlie Daehne 
Staff reporter 
CWU professors David Darda 
and David Lygre will take part in 
the Natural Science Seminar 
Spring Session already underway 
on campus. 
The · Natural Science Seminar is 
a biweekly presentation from 4 
p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 147 of the 
science building. Refreshments are 
provided prior to each session and 
a discussion will follow the presen-
tations. 
Professor David Darda, biology 
department vertebrate morpholo-
gist, is set to make his presentation 
entitled "The Human Tailbone and 
That Thing Hanging Down the Back 
of Your Throat: Oddball Anatomical 
Structures and the Stories They Tell" 
on Friday, April 25. Darda says that 
he plans to show what these "odd- · 
ball" structures are able to tell us 
about human anatomy. 
While the discussion will main-
ly involve information on the coc-
cyx and uvula, Darda says that his 
and other sessions in the seminar 
are directed at the general public 
rather than to academic col-
leagues. He said his hope is that 
''The idea is that people are genuinely 
interested in their own bodies 
and each of the structures has 
. . . 11 '' 
· 1nterest1ng stones to te . 
DAVID DARDA, VERTEBRATE MORPHOLOGIST 
people will be curious about the 
structures he will speak on. 
"The idea is that people are gen-
uinely interested in their own bod-
ies and each of the structures has 
. interesting stories to tell," Darda 
said. 
In the 21 years Darda has been 
teaching, he has focused on human 
anatomy and comparative verte-
brate anatomy, but never both in 
one lesson. He says this presenta-
tion is a way for him to, discuss 
human anatomy in an evolutionary 
context. 
David Lygre of the Chemistry 
Department will present his piece 
on aging and retirement on Friday, 
May 23. This will be Lygre's first 
time lecturing in the Natural Sci-
ence Seminar. 
Lygre's selected topic was of 
personal interest, as he had written 
a ma_nuscript on aging several years 
ago and taught a biology class on 
aging. He says he wants to address 
what the passage of time does to 
people's bodies. 
In addition, Lygre will speak on 
his experience at CWU as he 
intends to retire in June. 
The remaining speakers of the 
seminar are Mark Roth of the Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Cen-
ter and University of Washington 
School of Medidne on May 9, and 
Peter Zani from the Department of 
Biology of Lafayette College in Eas-
ton, Penn. on May 30. 
Students are welcome to attend 
each session of the Natural Science 
Seminar through the end of May. 
Brian liyama/Observer 
Professor Scott Klepach discusses Frontline documentary "The Medicated Child" with his English I 02 class. 
cwu lecturer to hold book 
signing tor first novella 
by James Anderson 
Staff reporter 
Setting out to write a novel can be a 
long and difficult journey. This did not 
stop Scott Klepach. Overcoming the 
hardships and struggles that come with 
writing a novel, Klepach, a Central 
alumnus and a current lecturer wHhin 
the Department of English, has finally 
completed his first. 
Since childhood, Klepach knew he 
wanted to be an author. 
"As early as first grade I knew I 
wanted to write," Klepach said. 
The book, a fiction novella entitled 
"Back To This Land," was written with 
the help and guidance of numerous 
mentors at CWU. 
Klepach will be conducting a book 
signing from noon to 4 p.m. qn April 
26 at Bailey's Bibliomania, located 
across from Main Street. 
Growing up in Yakima, Klepach 
decided to attend CWU for his bache-
lor's degree in English and subsequent-
ly his master's degree in English. 
"I like the one-on-one factor [at 
Central] as opposed to bigger col-
leges," said Klepach. In 2006 Klepach 
wrote "Back To This Land" for his cre-
ative thesis. Afte·r a grueling search for 
a publisher, Klepach eventually landed 
a deal with lnkwater Press, located in 
Portland. "It was a little tricky," said 
Klepach. "A lot of publishers won't 
touch novels under 200 pages." 
"Back To This Land" takes place in 
Klepach's original home in Yakima and 
is written in a magical realism style. 
"The idea for the book came from a 
dream," Klepach said. "Some of that 
dream came to be in the first chapter." 
The narrative starts off with a man's 
wife disappearing under mysterious 
circumstances, transporting the reader 
into a physical and psychological jour-
ney dealing with issues such as love, 
loss and spiritual encounters. The nov-
el relies heavily on reinterpretations of 
biblical stories including the brotherly 
dispute between Jacob and Esau. 
"[Klepach] showed that there is a 
timeless message in the stories," said 
Dr. Heidi Szpek, associate professor of 
religious studies, "This is an exception-
al first novella Scott has offered us." 
During his time at Central, Klepach 
accepted the help that was generously 
offered to him by his former CWU pro-
fessors, including Dr. Szpek and Eng-
lish professor Joseph Powell. 
"I helped him with editing and a lit-
tle bit of structure/ said Powell. 
"[However] the ideas are completely 
his own." 
C!E'lfT'R'AL 
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PORTS Central lacrosse enjoying best season in five-year history Mock Draft: Sports editor previews the '08 NFL Draft 
Amanda Umberger/Observer 
Sophomore outfielder Ashley Fix swings and fouls back a pitch in the first game of a doubleheader against Montana State-Billings last Saturday. The Wildcats lost game one 11-1 in five innings. 
Central suffers two losses to Montana State-Billings 
by Dusty Kindred 
Staff reporter 
The Central Washington softball team 
lost both games of a doubleheader last 
Thursday to Montana State-Billings 
(MSUB) to fall out of first place in the 
Great North.west Athletic Conference 
(GNAC). 
The Wildcats first game was a disap-
pointing one, losing to Montana State 
Billings, 11-1 in five innings. 
"We were not ready to play," head 
coach Gary Frederick said. "I didn't do a 
very good job of preparing the gi~ls." 
Central was out-hit 13-3 and managed 
to get only five runners on base in the 11-1 
defeat. It was the worst loss of the season 
for the squad. It took Yellowjackets pitcher 
Lisa Moore just 48 pitches to earn a com-
plete game victory. 
Central pitchers Linse Vlahovich, and 
Katriina Reime had poor outings in the first 
game, yielding a combined 13 hits, and 11 
earned.runs. Vlahovich struck out five in 
two-and-two-thirds innings pitched. 
In game two the Wildcats bounced 
back, hoping to take the.second game to 
earn a series split. 
"We were trying to prove ourselves 
and show we are not that team that gets 
ten-runned," senior first basemen Mallo-
ry Holtman said. 
The Yellowjackets struck first in the 
top of the first with a double by MSUB 
third baseman Leslie Davis that scored 
shortstop Jessica Frank to give Billings an 
early 1-0 lead. 
Central was able to get even in the 
bottom of the third. Junior outfielder 
Tarn Potter was hit by a pitch and 
advanced to second on a sacrifice bunt 
by senior outfielder Kasey Druffel. 
Junior shortstop Liz Wallace then hit a 
bullet into center field on the first pitch 
she saw to score Potter from second, 
tying the game at 1-1. 
"I am just trying to do my part" Wal-
lace said. 
Wallace was 3-6 with one RBI in 
game two. Holtman went 2-4 in game 
two. 
The Yellowjackets struck again in 
the top of the fifth. Sophomore pitch-
er Katy Jones loaded the bases with a 
pa 'ir of hits and a walk. Davis then 
drove in Frank once again to retake 
the lead, 2-1. 
The Wildcats rallied in the bottom of 
the sixth. Junior catcher Holley Ross-
man led off the inning with a triple. 
Then, senior third baseman Logan Mohr · 
hit a ground ball to MSUB second base-
men Jenna Haacke allowing Rossman 
to score on a throwing error, tying the 
game at2-2. 
Sophomore outfielder Ashley Fix then 
laid down a sacrifice bunt to move Mohr 
to second to move her into scoring posi-
tion. Sophomore infielder Cami Halstead 
then hit a bleeder over Davis' head for a 
double, which scored Mohr from second, 
giving Central the lead, 3-2. 
The lead didn't last long for the Wild-
cats as Billings scored two runs in the top 
of the seventh to take the lead for good. 
The loss was the Wildcats ninth one-
run loss of the season. 
"Other than the last inning of the 
• game Katy Jones pitched great," Freder-
ick said. "She had a lot of ground balls, 
and basically shut them down." 
With the two losses on Thursday, the 
Wildcats fall to 14-20 overall and 9-5 in 
GNAC play. Central fell out of first 
place in the conference standings 
behind Seattle University. Montana 
State-Billings improved to 6-4 in the 
G NAC and 17-16 overall having won 
11 of their last 12 games. 
"This is the most important weekend 
for our team this year," Frederick said. 
The Wildcats have an important 
road trip this weekend. 
"We have got to go out there and 
leave it all on the field; do whatever 
you can do to help the team win," 
Wallace said. 
The Wildcats start with a double-
header against conference leader Seat-
tle on Saturday, where they are 1-2 
against the Redhawks. 
"We are hoping to sweep Seattle U," 
Frederick said. 
Central then travels to Bellingham 
on Sunday to play rival Western Wash-
ington, who they are also 1-2 against on 
the season. 
"If we can split the series with the 
Vikings, that would be a key part to get-
ting us back at the top of the conference 
again," Frederick said." Going on the 
road is tough and our players are capa-
ble of sweeping both these teams." 
Brianne Jette/Observer , 
Sophomore pitcher Katriina Reime delivers a pitch in game one against 
Montana State-Billings. Reime allowed seven hits and five earned runs. 
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How the Red Sox-Yankees rivalry has not only changed Major League Baseball, bu~ a nation 
Last Friday, 
two construction 
workers who are 
currently working 
on the new Yan-
kee Stadium in 
New York City 
helped in the dis-
covery of a 
buried Red Sox's Joseph 
jersey in a con- Siemandel 
crete slab that led Asst. Sports 
to and from the editor . 
new Yankee clubhouse and dugout. 
Gino Castignoli, a construction 
worker from the Bronx-which if you are 
not familiar with New York, is the heart 
of Yankee country-claims to be the cul-
prit of one of the funniest and most 
cleaver acts of the Yankees and Red Sox 
rivalry. 
Castignoli's allegiance to the Red 
Sox began in 1975 during Jim Rice's 
, rookie season. He claims to hate every-
thing about the Yankees and what the 
team stands for. 
So one August day last year, he 
decided to take a one-day job on the 
construction of the new stadium and 
planted the jersey, which has become 
an instant collector's item in Red Sox 
nation and has gained Castignoli instant 
fame. He claims that he wanted to put a 
curse on the Yankees and that was the 
reason for putting the jersey in the con-
crete. 
Yankee fans are appalled that a Red 
Sox fan would work on the new stadi-
um and Hank Steinbrenner, the new 
CEO of the Yankees, wants to press 
criminal charges against Castignoli. 
Sports reporters across America think 
that this was just a big, funny joke. 
Rivalries in sports are great; they 
make the game more interesting. Michi-
gan versus Ohio State, Lakers versus 
Celtics, Packers versus Bears, Floyd 
Mayweather versus "The World"; all 
rivalries make sports more interesting, 
but is this rivalry the best one ever? 
For those not familiar with the Yan-
kees and Red Sox rivalry, I will break 
it down. 
The rivalry actually started in the 
late 1700s, during the American Revo-
lution. Boston was a city filled with lib-
erty-driven statesmen and New York 
was known for being home to those loy-
al to the crown. 
After America won its independence 
from England, New York became a 
slum, driven to over-population while 
Boston flourished as the cultural capital 
of America, with elite schools and 
scholars in the new country. 
In the 1800s, New York began to 
grow and became the superior econom-
ic power in America. Boston, on the 
other hand, began to lose business and 
its power in the country because of 
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New York's new business and the Wall 
Street stock exchange. 
In the 1900s, baseball became an 
American pastime, and the Boston Red 
Sox was one of the most successful 
teams. The team won the first World 
Series in 1903 and followed that with 
four more between 1912 and 1918. The 
Yankees, on the other hand, were not 
very good, and spent most of their time 
at the bottom of the standings. 
Then in 1916, Harry Frazee, a the-
ater agent, bought the Red Sox on credit 
for $500,000. Frazee, who was hard 
pressed to pay off the loan, sold many 
players off to other teams. One player, 
Babe Ruth, was sold to the Yankees for 
$300,000 so that Frazee could pay off 
Fenway Park, home of the Red Sox. 
Almost simultaneously, the Yankees 
began a dynasty and the Red Sox wen,t 
into a slump that would not end until 
2004. 
Ruth's power helped the Yankees 
win four of seven World Series, while 
the Red Sox could not get out of last 
place. Red Sox fans began to call this 
the "Curse of the Bambino" 
In the 1940s, Red Sox great Ted 
Williams found himself playing sec-
ond fiddle to Yankee Joe DiMaggio for 
Most Valuable Player (MVP), as 
Williams would lost MVP awards to 
DiMaggio. 
In the 50s, the rivalry would see 
zero World Series rings for the Red Sox 
while the Yankees won their 18th World 
Series championship. 
In the 60s and 70s, the rivaky 
became more physical then ever. 
Red Sox catcher Carlton Fisk and 
Yankee Catcher Thurman Munson 
were constantly at each other's throats. 
Brawls would start between the 
two fierce competitors at home plate 
e'very season. 
The Yankees would go on to win two 
World Series in the 70s after they won 
the bidding war for superstar outfielder 
Reggie Jackson. 
Key players became even more 
important to the rivalry during the 80s and 
90s. Third baseman Wade Boggs would 
find himself on both sides of the rivalry, 
along with pitcher Roger Clemens. 
The Yankees continued to win 
championships as Boston continued to 
sink to the bottom of the standings. 
In the last eight years, the rivalry has 
taken on a new look. As the payroll 
climbed, so has the intensity. In 2003, 
the two teams met in the American 
League Championship Series (ALCS), 
where New York beat Boston in seven 
games. 
That is when the bidding war for 
Alex Rodriguez began. A-Rod, who was 
the current MVP, was being courted by 
Boston for a trade when he decided to 
option out of the trade and stay in Texas. 
Two months later, New York landed A-
Rod in a blockbuster trade, fueling the 
fire in Boston for a championship. 
The 2004 season saw more fighting 
between the two teams, even during 
rain delays. Boston catcher Jason 
Varitek led a fired-up Red Sox team 
against the Yankees in the ALCS. 
The Yankees, who blew a three-· 
game series lead against the Sox, went 
on to watch the Red Sox sweep the St. 
Louis Cardinals in the World Series and 
witnessed the end of a 86-year drought 
for Boston fans. 
Since that time, the Red Sox have 
been on a roll and the Yankees have 
putted along slower than an old man on 
a Rascal Scooter. 
This rivalry has not only caught the 
attention of the two teams, but alsQ a 
nation that wants to see what will hap-
pen next. 
They want to see the Rebel Republic 
against the Evil Empire: the free spirited 
Red Sox-with their long hair and bushy 
facial hair against the straight and nar-
row, Yankees with their nice hair cuts 
and clean shave look. 
In baseball analyst's minds, the the 
rivalry has become the ultimate battle 
of good versus evil. 
Observer Asst. Sports editor Joseph 
Siemandel can be reached at 
siemandelj@cwu.edu 
The UFC's move to network TV 
Is mixed martial arts too violent for primetime? 
Once called 
"barbaric" and 
"human cock-
fighting" by Sena-
tor John McCain, 
Mixed Martial 
Arts (MMA) is 
now a thriving 
sports enterprise 
that has sur-
passed both box-
ing and the WWE 
in pay per view 
(PPV) buys. 
Jay Renwick 
Sta.ff reporter 
I know that many may still think 
that MMA is too violent for televi-
sion but let me tell you this, I think 
they are wrong. Yeah, you might 
see swollen faces or blood during a 
bout, but it's so exciting. I find it to 
be like a chess match that hap-
pened to include, kicking, punch-
ing, kneeing, elbowing and sub-
missions. 
The first time I watched an 
MMA event, I was 16 years old and 
had rented the Ultimate Fighting 
Championship (UFC) 1 from Block-
buster Video. When I saw 175 pound 
Royce Gracie win a tournament that 
had him fighting men that weighed 30-
40 pounds more than him, I was 
hooked. 
Today's UFC is a little different. 
There are now rules, weight classes 
and rounds, but it's just as exciting. 
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Where else are you going to see a 44-
year-old man like Randy Couture 
come out and whoop a man named 
Tim Sylvia who is six inches taller, 40 
pounds heavier and 12 years younger. 
You got to get excited about some-
thing like that. 
Violent or not, the UFC is no 
worse than World Wrestling Entertain-
ment (WWE). Yeah, I know the blood 
that you see in a WWE event is fake, 
but it still looks worse than the blood 
you might see in a UFC bout. 
At least the UFC has rounds so the 
fighter can go back to his corner and 
have the cut looked at and have a 
chance to slow down the bleeding. If 
the cut is too bad, the doctors on site 
will stop the fight. What is so bad about 
that? Nothing. This helps save fighter's 
careers and allows them to compete in 
a combative sport at the age of 44. 
If you want to try to compare MMA 
to boxing, many experts will tell you 
that MMA is more violent than boxing, 
but I think they're wrong. Granted there 
may be more blood in MMA, but I feel 
that the · referee will stop the fight 
before it gets to bad too save a fighter 
from serious injury. 
According to www.sherdog.com 
there have been zero deaths related to 
MMA in fully sanctioned MMA events. 
In the last 50 years, 450 boxers have 
died due to boxing related injury, 
according to the Associated Press 
Sports Editors. 
I know MMA hasn't been around 
as long as boxing but still, those 
·numbers are crazy. How can some-
body say that boxing is less violent 
when they're having 450 people die 
in a 50 year time span? You can say 
that boxing isn't as gruesome 
because of the lack of blood, but 
boxers will take more hits than an 
MMA fighter wi II. 
In June of 2001 ESPN2 broadcast-
ed a fight that showed a fighter beaten 
unconscious who died six days later. 
It's crazy that I can turn on the 
TV and find boxing shown on 
more channels than MMA when 
boxing is having more fight-relat-
ed deaths than MMA. 
Don't get me wrong, I'm a fan 
of both boxing and MMA, but I 
really don't see how people can 
still say that MMA is too violent 
to be on TV. Athletes who com-
pete in MMA are well-educated · 
people who know what they are 
doing and have trained for years to 
get as good as they are. 
Randy Couture has a degree in 
German, Chuck Liddell has a degree 
in accounting. Both of these great 
fighters wrestled in college and Cou-
ture went on to wrestle in the Pan Am 
games. 
They are both model people for 
the sport and are able to compete at 
a higher level because they train 
properly in the sport, which isn't as 
violent as people think. 
I'd much rather tap out to an arm 
bar instead of being.pummeled in the 
head so many times that I actually 
die two days later. So in my opinion I 
can only hope that MMA will be 
shown all over the T.V. and people 
will be able to enjoy a sport that 
takes training and a proper game 
plan to make a fighter competitive. 
Observer Staff reporter Jay Renwick 
can be reached at renwickj@cwu.edu. 
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Lakers favored to win· first title since 2003 
Before this 
year people 
called Kobe 
Bryant selfish and 
self-centered, 
but, as always, he 
answered his crit-
ics by taking few-
er shots than any 
time in his previ-
ous six seasons. 
Even so, Kobe is 
still second in the 
league in scoring 
at 28.2 per game. 
Michael 
Johnson 
Senior 
reporter 
His rebounding is his best in five 
years at six rebounds a game, and his 
field-goal shooting (46 percent) is his 
highest in six years. Playing this season 
with a finger that will need surgery, he 
still managed to lead the Lakers in 
clinching the number one spot in the 
Western Conference playoff standings 
over the New Orleans Hornets. 
With so many dominant teams 
this year, and the playoffs approach-
ing Saturday, who will be the NBA 
champions. 
The answer is easy - the Los Angeles 
Lakers. 
If the season ended today, the Lak-
ers would play the Denver Nuggets, 
who I see posing no threat to the Lakers 
making a championship run. With that 
settled I'll quickly sweep past them and 
look at a potential second round 
matchup between the Utah Jazz and 
Houston Rockets winner. 
The Rockets were great this year 
and their 22-game winning streak gave 
Houston fans something to cheer for. 
However, this is the playoffs and 
unfortunately I see Tracy McGrady 
whining about another missed oppor-
tunity, and how next year he'll put the 
team on his shoulders and lead them 
past the first round. I see the Lakers fac-
ing the Utah Jazz - a fundamentally 
sound team. 
The Jazz play a different style of 
basketball than they did in the Stock-
ton-Malone era. They have a variety of 
players that can run and score points 
with the best in the league. 
Unfortunately, they have the same 
· coach that was there when Phil Jackson 
and the Chicago Bulls torched the Jazz 
in the 90s. Jackson has not just recent-
ly become a great head coach. 
. Jerry Sloan is the same coach he 
was then, and Jackson is aware of that. 
Although this can become an intriguing 
matchup, I see this becoming a game 
with the same results of old: the Lakers 
winning. Instead of Jordan this time, 
you have Kobe letting it rain from the 
free throw line for the win. 
The next opponent I expect the Lak-
ers to face in the Western Conference 
finals is the San Antonio Spurs. One of 
the problems the Lakers faced with the 
Spurs was handling their height under 
the basket. At that time the Lakers had 
Kwame Brown and Ronny Turiaf guard-
ing Duncan. Turiaf could not afford to 
play physical against Duncan and give 
up fouls, so it eventually led to Duncan 
abusing the Lakers' low post players. 
By the time the Lakers play the 
Spurs, their center, Andrew Bynum , 
should be in enough shape to play Tim 
Duncan physical in the post. 
The Lakers no longer have Smush 
Parker playing point guard, but they 
acquired veteran Derek Fisher, who's 
an experienced point guard with play-
off and championship experience. 
The past two years, Tony Parker was 
able to park his SUV down the Lakers' 
driving lane, but with two seven-foot 
post players in Bynum and Pau Gasol, 
he'll be negated to shooting outside 
jump shots. 
Unfortunately, I expect to see a lot 
less of the Desperate Housewives star 
Eva Longoria Parker in the stands. 
I'll briefly mention the New 
Orleans Hornets. Frankly, they are a• 
good team, but I do not expect a team 
with no depth and no playoff experi-
ence to compete with the other teams 
in the West, especially in a first round 
Fonner local HS star notellial lirst round nick 
Jonat an Stewart was t e top rate 
running back coming out of high 
school in 2005 according to Parad 
Magazine. He was the Washington 
state Clas·s 3A Offensive co-player o 
he year at Timberline High School in 
Lacey and won state Gatorade Player-
of-the-Year as a senior. Scouting web-
site Rivals.com listed Stewart as th 
best player in the state and the 10th 
best prospect in the nation . 
He became the all-time rushin 
leader in Washington state history, 
rushing for 7,755 yards and 95 caree 
ouchdowns. He rushed for over 1,000 
ards in each of his four years with th 
Blazers. 
Stewart chose to attend the Univer-
sity of Oregon over USC, Tennessee, 
California, Nebraska, Notre Dame and 
Ohio State and has since became on 
of the best running backs to ever wea 
he green and gold in Eugene. 
He has become Oregon's second 
all-time leading rusher in only thre 
seasons with the Ducks amassing.2,891 
yards on the ground and 4,889 all-pur-
pose yards. 
Stewart declared himself eligible fa 
he NFL Draft after his junior season in 
Eugene and is one of the top five run 
ning backs in this year's class. 
photo by Eric Evans, courtesy of Oregon Sports Information 
Oregon running back Jonathan Stewart running the ball during the 2007 college 
football season. Stewart is projected to be a late first- to early- second round pick. 
Surgery on one of his toes ha 
brought his durability into question and 
has slightly affected his draft status 
recently moving him from a mid-firs 
round pick to a late first- to early sec-
ond round prospect. 
Make $7,000 to $9,000 this summer exterior painting in 
Seattle, WA. or Portland, OR. Your choice. 
Requires: reliable vehicle, neat appearance, full time, no 
experience necessary, will train. $7,000 minimum guaran-
teed! Both men and women are encouraged to apply. 
We are not affiliated with any college painting companies. 
Hillside Apartment 
secluded, Territorial View 
No Pets, Parties 
$550 plus deposit 
509-925-9560 
Room for Rent 
Quiet older couple in large Craig Hill home 
has room+ private bath. 
$400/mo. Incl. utilities 
-First, last, damage negotiable 
962-2191 - leave name & number 
Call Twin City Painting@ 360-636-5505 
or go on line for more information. 
www.summerpainting.com 
game against the Denver Nuggets, a 
team filled with playoff experience. 
Chris Paul is a great player, but the 
playoffs are played at a different level, 
and I think it'll take him a couple years 
to understand that. 
Moving along to the Eastern Confer-
ence. Before I mention the teams, let 
me mention the difference in team 
strength by conference. In the Western 
Conference, the last place team has a 
49-32 record. Currently in the Eastern 
Conference, that's good enough for 
fourth place. 
The Eastern Conference also has two 
teams currently with losing records slated 
to make the playoffs: the Philadelphia 
76ers (40-41) and the Atlanta Hawks (37-
43). This disparity between first and 
eighth place makes the climb in the East-
ern Conference easier than the Western 
Conference teams. 
There's room for more potential 
sweeps in the Eastern Conference, 
leaving the better teams with fresh legs 
throughout the Playoffs while most of 
the Western Conference are not 
expected to have that luxury. 
Now to the teams I think the scari-
est team the takers could face would 
be the Cleveland Cavaliers. Unfortu-
nately for the Cava I iers, th~y won't 
make it that far. 
At this moment, they'd have to 
beat the Washington Wizards who sit 
at fifth place, which means they'd 
face the Boston Celtics in the next 
round . The Celtics are a team loaded 
with talent, and quality depth, espe-
cially with the addition of Sam Cas-
sell, whom they acquired from the 
Los Angeles Clippers. 
Even though Boston has an outstand-
ing record against Western Conference 
opponents, I don't see them stacking up 
well against the Lakers, with or without 
Andrew Bynum. So the team I see mak-
ing it to the championship game against 
the Lakers is the Detroit Pistons. 
The Pistons are an experienced team 
with great depth, experience, and team 
defense. In 2004, the Lakers were man-
handled by the Pistons; Ben Wallace out-
played Shaquille O'Neal, and Tayshaun 
Prince played the best defense on Kobe 
that anyone had seen up to that point. 
Kobe has not forgotten that moment, 
and even though he's more of a team 
player now, an athlete like Kobe will take 
that match up personally. I would love 
to see Detroit Pistons and Los Angeles 
Lakers go head to head again, but this 
time I see different results. 
Lakers win the series 4-2 with Kobe 
named MVP. 
Observer Sports reporter Michael 
Johnson can be reached at 
johnsonmichae@cwu.edu. 
Brianan Stanley/Observer 
Freshman right-hander Jake Millbauer winds up to throw during 
practice two weeks ago. 
Baseball: Central hopes to get 
back on winning track this week 
continued from cover 
In game four, left-handed starter 
Jordan Moore was solid until giving 
up back-to-back walks to start the 
fifth inning. Mo9re made a throwing 
~rror on a bunt, letting three runs 
score tying the game. Western Ore-
gon won 6-5 in game four. 
Ni I sen acknowledged that the way 
the team played was aggressive and 
hard the entire series. 
"I'm personally not disappointed 
at all," Nilsen said. "We gave it every-
thing we had by playing with a lot of 
emotion and intensity. Mistakes were 
made by going hard all the time." 
The only win in the series for Cen-
tral came in game three, winning 8-4. 
Right-hander Michael Mccanna 
threw five and two thirds innings of 
four run ball. 
Right-hander Jake Millbauer 
pitched the rest of the game, earning 
his third save of the season. 
"Our pitching was solid; we 
couldn't ask for a whole lot more 
from them," Nilsen said. "They were 
the ones that kept us in every game." 
Storey was pleased that Central 
out-hit Western Oregon in every 
game and looks back at the series as a 
time of frustration for the ballclub. 
Nilsen said that every baseball 
game has different possibilities, and 
it didn't go in Central's favor last 
weekend. 
"The beauty of baseball is you can 
come back and play again," Nilsen 
said. "It has been a rollercoaster sea-
son and its not over yet." 
m April 17, 2008 - Sports-Observer 
Stuart Croff/Observer 
Central attacker J.R. de Raoulx gets stripped of the ball by a Southern Oregon defender on Sunday. The Wildcats would defeat the Raiders 18-11. 
The Wildcats also earned a forfeit victory over Lewis and Clark college on Saturday, who has forfeited the remainder of their 2008 season. 
Lacrosse earns win over Southern Oregon 
Club team has 7-2 record this year against conference opponents 
by Curtis Crabtree 
Sports editor 
The Central Washington lacrosse team 
fought off a pesky Southern Oregon squad 
to defeat the Raiders 18-11 in Pacific North-
west Collegiate Lacrosse League action on 
Sunday. 
''When the other team got tired they 
started lunging, making mistakes, getting 
Southern Oregon attacker Alex White 
had nine points to leadthe Raiders with 
three goals and six assists and attacker 
Lawrence VanEgdom added five goals of his 
own, tied with Mehl for most in the contest. 
I . d . 1· d '' pena ties an we capita 12e . 
The Wildcat lacrosse team is currently 
experiencing the best season in their short 
five year history. The team improved to 7-2 
with their victory over Southern Oregon 
with their only losses being a 13-7 loss to 
Western Washington on Feb. 24, and a 15-
9 defeat at the hands of Puget Sound on 
March 8. 
The Wildcats had a slim 7-5 lead over 
Southern Oregon at halftime but was able to 
build a 13-8 lead during the third quarter. 
The Raiders then put together a run, getting 
three goals in quick succession to close the 
gap back down to two at 13-11 with 10 
minutes to play. 
HEAD COACH J.C. DE RAouLX 
"We were feeling a little confident so 
we were starting to put other players in there 
and sometimes you get a mismatch," sec-
ond year head coach J.C. de Raoulx said. 
"They were able to capitalize and they did 
pretty wel I. Then we put back our personnel 
in there and got the matches that we liked 
and that was about it." 
However, the Wildcats were able to 
turn on the jets and pull away in the closing 
minutes, going on a 5-0 run to end the 
game and get the victory. 
"We shut them down for a little bit," 
sophomore midfielder Jeremy Higuchi said. 
'We forced them to make a lot of bad pass-
es. I think a lot of it was that they were more 
nervous than we were." 
It's not your typical 
9-to-5 entry level job. 
Get the latest updates on 
available assignments around the globe 
at our next meetings in Ellensburg. 
Wednesday, April 16 
noon - 1:30 p .. m. 
(three sessions repeating every half hour) 
Central Washington Uni.versity 
SURoom202 
Thursday, April 1 7 
7 - 8 p.m. 
Hal Holmes Center 
209 N .. Ruby St. 
peacecorJ_>s.gov I 800.424.8580 
Coach de Raoulx said that they looked 
to slow the game down and make it more of 
a possession game in the second half. 
'We went from the first half where we 
averaged maybe five or six passes per pos-
session, we jumped up to 10 or 11 [in the 
second halfi," de Raoulx said. "That tired 
out the other team, it gave us opportunities. 
When the other team got tired they started 
lunging. making mistakes, getting penalties 
and we capitalized." 
Senior attacker Kevin Norris managed 
to score four goals and added seven assists 
for a total of 11 points to lead all scorers. 
Higuchi and sophomore attacker J.R. de 
Raoulx each contributed seven points and 
freshman midfielder Jake Mehl had five 
goals to lead the Wildcats. 
Central has defeated Whitman College, 
Pacific Lutheran and Western Oregon for 
the first time in their short existence, is 
enjoying their first winning season and will 
host their first playoff game next weekend. 
The Wildcats get this weekend off in 
preparation for their playoff matchup next 
weekend. Higuchi said that there are still 
some things they need to work on to be 
ready for the playoffs. • 
"We need to slow it down a I ittle bit, 
have good practices this week, get every-
thing in order, make sure we are all on the 
same page and make sure we can all work 
together," Higuchi said. 
Gain experience that will help in all areas of li!e. Future employers 
will love to h~ar about your leadership :roles, position as a 
role model for children and your ability to work as a tP.am! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Camp • Ii< • ~· • • Camp 
Sw~yotlakan Dar0.~. Y·cl:-m .. '? ... 
• "Resident & Day Camp Q c;{ r.-:. th 
• * Campers 1st - 12th Grade Campers Age. 3-12 
• 300 acres and a huge sandy beach 
on Mica Bay, Coourd'Alene, ID. 
• Room & board included. 
• We work with your school 
schedule! 
• 51 acres on the Little Spokane 
River in Spokanej WA.· 
• Beautiful outdoor poot facilities. 
• Monday thru Friday . 
• open tQ Men & women • Mrn Age 18 • Train.ing PtoVlded · • 'Other Great Pe~ 
For more information 800 386 2324 
www.CampfirelNC.org 
Track and 
Reldtohost 
Spike Adi 
1.-Uonal 
sarun1av 
by Brooke Saul 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University track 
and field had two meets this past week. 
One was at the 37th annual Pelleur Invita-
tional track-and-field meet at Eastern Wash-
ington University on Friday. The other mee1 
was at the. Pacific Lutheran University (PLU: 
Invitational, which took place last Saturday. 
In Cheney, Central's sophomore throw-
er Tyler Fischer placed third in .the discu~ 
with a Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence (GNAC) season-best throw of 158 fee1 
and 11 inches. Fischer added 15 inches tc 
his previous conference-leading mark. 
Central also posted the GNAC's bes1 
·mark this spring in the men's 4x400-meter 
relay, finishing second with a time o1 
3:21.59. 
Junior sprinter Matt Rogstad placed 
third in the men's 100-meter dash with a 
time of 12 seconds flat. 
At the PLU Invitational, sophomorE 
high jumper Jonathan Hamilton tied for 
second with Bill Richardson of Saint Mar-
tin's in the high jump. Hamilton anc 
Richardson each cleared 6 feet, 6 inches. 
Sophomore hurdler Raquel Gonzale2 
won both the women's 100-meter hurdlE 
race with a time of 15 .82 and the women'5 
400-meter hurdles race with a time o1 
1 :10.31. 
Gonzalez, who recently picked up thE 
400-meter hurdles, said that she was no1 
happy with the time she ran, even though 
she won the race. 
She also said that th~ race was pretty 
smooth, the weather was great and tha1 
there was lots of good competition. 
Senior distance runner Trevor Kulvi 
won the steeplechase with a time o1 
10:19.45. 
Kulvi was frustrated with the lack o1 
competition as his opponent, did no1 
show up. 
Freshman thrower Andrew Steiger 
won the javelin with a toss of 184 feet. 
Sophomore distance runner Mary Bake-
man won the women's 5 ,000-meter dash 
with a time of 19:48.19. 
"It was really good," Bakeman said. 
"It was really hot that day, which wa5 
unpleasant." 
On the women's 3 ,000-meter, Bake-
man is close to making provisionai. 
Central will be hosting the SpikE 
Arlt Invitational at 10 a.m. Saturday at 
Tomlinson Stadium. 
"It's getting down to the wire," head 
coach Kevin Adkisson said. 
Adkisson added that there are twc 
weeks left to get marks and that he expec~ 
this weekend to be a good meet becausE 
everyone is getting into shape. 
Kulvi, who is participating on Saturday, 
is competing in the men's 5,000-meters. 
Kulvi said that he is shooting for a timE 
between 15:30and15:35. He plans on run-
ning a smart race and hoping to improve hi5 
spot, which is currently 17th place. 
"Hopefully people will come," Bake-
man said about the upcoming meets al 
Central. 
Adkisson believes there will be abou1 
ten teams at the meet th is weekend. 
"It's a little smaller this year," 
Adkisson said. 
They will also be hosting the GNAC 
Multi-Event Cha!T)pionships at 12 p.m. on 
. tykmday and. lOa:m. on Tuesday atTomlin-
::· s?n. Stadi0m·~·· ·. " . . 
. · · .. "Jt'.s· a mixed blessing," Adkisson said, 
"the tea·m does not have to travel, but will 
have a ton to do." 
courtesy of Purdue Sports Information 
Purdue University tight end Dustin Keller. 
photo by Jeffrey Camarati, courtesy of UNC Sports Information 
University of North Carolina defensive tackle Kentwan 
Balmer fights through a double team against East Carolina. 
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2008 NlfL Draft n1ock draft 
• 
bv Curtis Crabtree 
.. 
1. MIA - Jake Long, OT, Michigan 
Long could become a Pro Bowl left tackle and 
would be a great piece for Miami to rebuild around. 
2. STL - Chris Long, DE, Virginia 
Long combined with Adam Carriker should make 
the foundation for a strong defensive line in St. Louis. 
3. All - Glenn Dorsey, DT, LSU 
Dorsey is a force at defensive tackle and should 
help steady the disarray in Atlanta. 
4. OAK - Darren McFadden, RB, Arkansas 
Al Davis loves speed and McFadden ran a 
blistering 4.33 40-yard dash at the NFL Combine. 
5. KC - Ryan Clady, OT, Boise St. 
The Chiefs line has been suspect ever since the 
retirements of Pro Bowlers Willie Roaf and Will Shields. 
6. NYJ - Vernon Gholston, DE/OLB Ohio State 
Gholston would fit nicely as a rush linebacker in 
the Jets 3-4 defensive scheme. 
7. NE - Leodis McKelvin, CB, Troy-
McKelvin is the top rated corner in this year's 
draft and should help fix the Pats' suspect secondary. 
8. BAL - Matt Ryan, QB, Boston College 
The Ravens haven't had a franchise QB since 
moving from Cleveland. Ryan is this year's best. 
9. CIN - Sedrick Ellis, DT, USC 
The Bengals need to play better run defense and a 
big defensive tackle like Ellis should help. 
10. NO - Dominique Rod.-Cromartie, CB, TSU 
Rodgers-Cromartie, a 6-foot, 10-inch tall 
cornerback, should help a struggling Saints secondary. 
11. BUF - Malcolm Kelly, WR, Oklahoma 
Lee Evans needs a receiver to compliment him 
and Kelly is the best in the 2008 class. 
12. DEN - Chris Williams, OT, Vanderbilt 
The Broncos need line help to open holes for 
Travis Henry and protect young QB Jay Cutler. 
13. CAR - Jeff Otah, OT, Pittsburgh •. · . ·_ -
Carolina was middle of the pack in rush offense . _ 
and quarterback protection. Otah should help both. 
14. CHI- Rashard Mendenhall, RB, Illinois @. ·· 
Cedric Benson isn't working out in Chicago and , •- .- . · _·. 
Mendenhall had a fantastic senior season at Illinois. 
15. DET - Derrick Harvey, DE, Florida 
Running har:k is a bigger need, but there is better 
depth at RB than DE and the Lions need both. 
16. ARI - Mike Jenkins, CB, South Florida 
The Cardinals are moving Antrel Rolle to safety 
and Eric Green isn't a starting quality CB in the NFL. 
17. MIN - Philip Merling, DE, Clemson 
Despite drafting defensive ends regularly in recent 
years, they still haven't found the presence they need. 
18. HOU - Aqib Talib, CB, Kansas 
The Texans continue to lack starting talent at corner 
and are looking to turn their defense into a force. 
19. PHI - DeSean Jackson, WR, California 
Reggie Brown and L.J. Smith are the only current 
receiving threats for Philly and Jackson is a burner. 
20. TB - Limas Sweed, WR, Texas 
The Bucs haven't been able to find a compliment for 
Joey Galloway and needs to give Jeff Garcia more weapons. 
21. WSH - Calais Campbell, DE, Miami (Fl) 
Campbell could learn from veterans Phillip 
Daniels and Andre Carter and take over in a few years. 
22. DAL - Branden Albert, G, Virginia 
Albert is the best guiird in-this year's class and 
could provide competition for the left guard spot. 
23. PIT - Mario Manningham, WR, Michigan 
DE and OT are bigger needs but there is no value 
here. The Steelers take the best available in Manningham. 
24. TEN - Keith Rivers, OLB, USC 
Linebacker isn't the biggest need here either, but 
the value on Rivers at this point is too much to pass up. 
25. SEA - Dustin Keller, TE, Purdue 
Tight end is the biggest area of need for Seattle and 
Keller can create mismatches in the secondary. 
26. JAX - Kentwan Balmer, DT, North Carolina 
With Marcus Stroud moving on, the Jags need to 
find a replacement next to John Henderson. 
27. SD - Kenny Phillips, S, Miami (Fl) 
Phillips is the best safety in the class and is great value 
here to compete against Eric Weddle and Clinton Hart. 
28. DAL - Felix Jones, RB, Arkansas 
Owner Jerry Jones played at Arkansas and will go 
back home to find a compliment to Marion Barber Ill. 
29. SF - Jerod Mayo, OLB, Tennessee 
The 49ers-have two strong LB's in Manny Lawson 
and Patrick Willis and Mayo would round out the group. 
30. GB - Brandon Flowers, CB, Virginia Tech 
Flowers would provide cornerback depth behind 
the aging Charles Woodson and Al Harris. 
31. NE - Pick Forfeited 
· New England lost the rights to this pick by being 
caught i I legally videotaping the New York Jets signals. , 
32. NYG - Devin Thomas, WR, Michigan State 
The Giants have greater needs but the value is 
right on Thomas to possibly replace Amani Toomer. 
team logos courtesy of www.sportslogos.net 
courtesy of Arkansas Sports Information 
University of Arkansas running back Felix Jones cuts upfield against South Carolina. 
courtesy of USC Sports Information 
USC tight end Fred Davis hurdles past Washington State comerback Devin Giles. 
ftj1 April I 7, 2008 - Sports - Observer 
Central set to host Dixie 
State this weekend 
Wildcats looking to rebound after 
dropping three of four to WOU. 
by Casey Donovan 
Senior reporter 
This weekend the CentraJ base-
bal I team will host its toughest non-
conference competitor, Dixie State. 
The series will begin Central's 
most important stretch of baseball as 
they need to win virtually all of their 
remaining games to have a shot at 
post-season play. 
"We've got to dial it up, focus on 
every single game and take advan-
tage of every opportunity," head 
coach Desi Storey said. 
This weekend is the beginning of 
that stretch, as Ce!ltral will play Dix-
ie State at 1· p.m. with a second game 
to follow. Sunday follows the same 
schedule. 
"We have the possibility to win 
out the rest of the year," senior short-
stop Jamie Nilsen said. 
Ideally, that is what Central will 
have to do. Strong pitching from 
Central's starters and the relief work 
'of freshman right-hander Jake Mill-
bauer have been key to Central's 
identity this year. The offense has not 
been· able to generate enough runs 
when the pitching has faltered . 
Nilsen, who is now batting .507 
in Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence play, leads the team in virtually 
every offensive category. But Storey 
is reluctant to move Nilsen into the 
three or four hole in the lineup. 
"He does so many things in the 
leadoff hole," Storey said. "You put 
your best hitter in the leadoff hole if 
he has above average speed. He 
[has] above average speed." 
Hitting in the three hole is some-
thing that Nilsen wou.ld like to do, 
but understands that batting leadoff 
will get him the most at-bats in every 
game. 
"It would be nice to hit in the 
number three spot, but with our eight 
and nine hole scrappy hitters, it 
works out right and puts guys on in 
front of me," Nilsen said. · 
Although Dixie State is not con-
ference competition, · rankings by · 
media outlets put emphasis on every 
game, conference or not. 
After starting the season 0-7, the 
Central baseball team finally got 
their first win against Dixie State. 
Nearly two months later, that 
same lift is what they are looking for 
after !osing three of four at Western 
Oregon last weekend. 
Dixie State has played well 
against solid competition this sea-
son, and comes to Central riding a 
two-game winning streak over base-
ball powerhouse Lewis and Clark 
State College. 
The two games at Central are 
Dixie State's last road trip of the 
season . They finish out their final 
seven games at home. 
"Over the years, it is difficult for 
out-of-conference teams to come 
here and handle the weather," Nilsen 
said. 
If Central is to get back into the 
picture of post-season play, they will 
need to, "Control what we can con-
trol," as Nilsen said. Help from other 
schools to steal a game or two from 
Western Oregon would also be a big 
boost to Central. 
"It is possible that Western Ore-
gon will lose again," Nilsen said. "St. 
Martin's is capable of stealing a 
game away from them." 
Brianan Stanley/Observer 
Northwest Nazarene's Nick Hanson avoid~ the tag of junior catcher Andrew Snowden on a play at the plate on 
April 4. The Wildcats would take three of four from Northwest Nazarene during the weekend series. 
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